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VOLUME IV
PREFACE
The Cogeneration Technology Alternatives Study (CTAS) was performed by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center, for the
Department of Energy, Division of Fossil Fuel Utilization. CTAS is aimed at pro-
viding a data base which will assist the Department of Energy in establishing
research and development funding priorities and emphasis in the area of advanced
energy conversion system technology for advanced industrial cogeneration appli-
cations. CTAS includes two Department of Energy-sponsored/National Aeronautics
and Space Administration-contracted studies conducted in parallel by industrial
teams along with analyses and evaluations by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Lewis Research Center.
This document describes the work conducted by Power Systems Division of United
Technologies Corporation under National Aeronautics and Space Administration
contract DEN3-30. This United Technologies contractor report is one of a set of
reports describing CTAS results. The other reports are the following: Cogenera-
tion Technology Alternatives Study (CTAS) Volume I - Summary NASA TM 81400,
Cogeneration Technology Alternatives Study (CTAS) General Electric Final Report
NASA CR 159765-159770 and Cogeneration Technology Alternatives Studies (CTAS)
Volume II - Comparison and Evaluation of Results, NASA TM 81401.
This United Technologies contractor report for the CTAS study is contained in six
volumes:
Volume I	 - Summary Report, DOE/NASA/0030-80/1 NASA CR 159759
Volume II	 - Industrial Process Characteristics, DOE/NASA/0030-80/2
NASA CR 159760
Volume III	 - Energy Conversion System Characteristics, DOE/NASA/
0030-80/3 NASA CR 159761
Volume IV	 - Heat Sources, Balance of Plant, and Auxiliary Systems,
DOE/NASA/0030-80/4 159762
Volume V	 - Analytic Approach and Results, DOE/NASA/
0030-80/5 159763
Volume Vi	 - Computer Data, DOE/NASA/0030-80/6 NASA CR 159764
The data and information presented in this Volume IVwere developed by Bechtel
National, incorporated, of San Francisco, California and Rocket Research Company
of Redmond, Washin5ton in the conduct of the Cogeneration Technology Alterna-
tives Study. Westinghouse Electric Company consulted in the development of the
heat pump analysis by Power Systems Division, United Technologies.
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VOLUME IV
The Cogeneration Technology Alternative Study evaluated the
advantages of advanced energy conversion technologies in
industrial cogeneration applications. To meet the objectives of
the study, data and inforaation had to be established for:
(1) representative process plants in energy —intensive industries;(2) both current and future energy conversion technologies;
(3) heat sources (or furnaces) as required by the conversion
systems; (4) supporting technologies; (5) balance of plant; and
(6) study assumptions and ground rules. These data were analysed
and conservation, economic, and- environmental impacts were
evaluated at the plant level and extrapolated to the potential
national lave 1.
The study in its entirety is summarized in volume 1 of this
report. A series of five additional volumes provide the more
detailed data and information which was used in the course of the
study.
This Volume IV presents the data for heat sources, balance of
plant items, thermal energy storage, and heat pumps.
Section B includes descriptions of fourteen heat source design
cases developed by Bechtel National Incorporated.
Section C contains the data concerning thermal storage systems
provided by Rocket Research Company.
Section D contains descriptions of fourteen balance of plant
systems developed by Bechtel National Incorporated.
Section E presents the projected performance of conceptual
industrial heat pumps.
Section F presents the results of a review by Bechtel National,
Incorporated, of the capital cost estimates for representative
cogeneration I..ants which were selected from the more than 3000
cases considered in the study.
IV- 1
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INTRODUCTION
This section
characteristics
cat":
CASE
JIUMB
describes operation, oust, and	 emission
of the following fourteen heat source design
	
1	 Petroleum residual oil-fired, 140? water beater
	
2	 Petroleum residual oil-fired, 300F steam generator
	
3	 Petroleum residual oil-fired, 500F steam generator
	
4	 Petroleum residual oil-fired, 700F steam generator
	
5	 Petroleum residual oil-fired, 950F steam generator
	
6	 Coal-derived residual oil-fired, 1050F steam generator
	
7	 Coal-derived residual oil-fired, 180OF hot gas generator
	
8	 Coal-derived residual oil-firsd i 220OF hot gas generator
	
9	 Coal-derived residual oil-fired, 2400F thermionic
converter heat source
	
10	 Coal-fired, 95OF steam generator
	
11	 Coal-fired atmospheric fluidized bed, 1050F steam
generator
	
12	 Coal-fired atmospheric fluidized bed, 1500F hot gas
generator
	
13	 Coal-fired pressurized fluidized bed, 1600F hot gas
generator
	
14	 Industrial waste heat recovery, 950F steam generator
Cases 1 through 5, 10, and 14 are current technology systems.
The other cusses are advanced technology systems which may be
commercially available in the 1985 to 2000 time period.
Each of the 13 fueled heat sources is fired with petroleum boiler
grade (Number 5 or 6) oil, coal-derived boiler grade oil, or high
sulfur coal. The industrial waste beat recovery steam generator
uses 1000F flue gas from an industrial process furnace.
Each heat source was designed for a thermal output capacity
appropriate for the heat source configuration physical
constraints and the capacity of the associated energy conversion
system. The variation in heat source characteristics over a
range of thermal output capacity was also developed for each
case. The ranges of thermal capacity considered are 50 to
250 million Btu/hr for Cases 1 through 4, and 50 to 1000 million
Btu/hr: for Cases 5 through 14.
A descriptive section follows for each heat source design case.
Each description includes a schematic diagram and list -)f
characteristics which define the system. The design point
thermal capacity, performance, and operating parameters are
IV-3
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presented as well as data for thermal efficiency and auxiliary
power required as a function of system thermal output. All
efficiencies are based on the higher heating value of the :vel.
Each section also includes environmental intrusion data,
flexibility and reliability characteristics, space requirements,
maintenance requiresents, capital and operating costs,
installation requirements for heat sources with a range of output
capacities. Environmental intrusion data are presented as a
function of gross energy input to the heat source. All other
data are expressed as a function of the energy output by the heat
source. Cost data are presented in mid-1978 dollars.
Tables are included for each case showing breakdown of field
construction costs for each of the beat sources defined for CTAS.
Two tables are included for Cases 5, 6, 11 and 12, one
representative of the shop assembled boilers used in smaller
capacity systems and the other representative of field erected
boilers used in larger systems. Two tables are included for
Case 9, representing a high temperature ceramic air heater and an
alternate without the ceramic air heater. Two tables are also
included for Case 10, representing a stoker-fired and a
pulverized coal-fired unit.
The hot gas generators, Cases 7, 8 and 12, were designed to use
air as the working fluid. Systems to beat helium instead of air
would be similar except the heat exchange area would be reduced
because helium has better heat transfer characteristics. The
heat exchangers for each system were resized for helium so that
the working fluid design pressure drop would be 0.5 percent
instead of 2 percent which was used for air. The resulting
reductions in heat source system field construction costs due to
the smaller heat exchangers are as follows:
9M	 Cost Reduction
	
7	 9%
	
8	 13%
	
12	 5%
The cost of the buildings required to house beat source equipment
were not included as part of the heat source system. The costs
of these builddngs were estimated using the building cost formula
for balance-of-plant System 12. The approximate building
requirements follow:
Cases 1, 2, 3, and 4:
Building area and volume required are same as the heat source
area and volume which was provided previously.
IV-4
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Cases 5, 6, and 14:
Building volume required is 140 cubic feet per Allion Btu/hr
heat output.
Cases 7 0
 8, and 9:
Building volume required is 150 cubic feet per million Btu/hr
heat output.
Cases 10 6 11 0
 and 12:
Building volume required is 200 cubic feet per million Btu/hr
heat output.
Casa 13: No building required.
Where only volume is given, building height may be assumed to be
40 feet.
IV-5
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CASE 1
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 140F WATER BEATER
The heat source system shown in Figure IV-1 uses a current
technology petroleum residual oil fired boiler and direct contact
water beater to produce 40 prig, 140F water. It is representa-
tive of current industrial practice for systems producing 50 to
250 million Stu/hr thermal output. The system i s design and
operating characteristics are as follows.
• Shop assembled, water tube, natural circulation
boiler with water-cooled furnace walls for indoor
installation
• Direct contact water heater
• Forced draft fan with inlet silencer
• Externally mounted windbox with steam atomizing
fuel oil burner and duplex fuel oil system
• Externally located finned tube economizer to
recover heat from boiler exit gases
• Flue gas damper to maintain natural draft
• Natural draft stack
• Three element f eedwater control
• Mechanical linkage type fuel/air ratio control
• Stack gas oxygen content controls excess air
• Staged firing for nitrogen oxides emission control
• Manually operated soot flowers
• Building to enclose all major equipment
ZV- 6
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• Thermal output - 150 million Btu/ hr
• Working fluid conditions
Inlet - 0 prig, 85F water
outlet - 40 psig, 140F water
0 Thermal efficiency - 88% (CTAS ground rule)
Ooeratinc Parameters
Table IV-1 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure of each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified on the system schematic diagram.
Permissible Rance of Oeeration
Figure IV-2 shows the variation in thermal efficiency over the
permissible range of operation.
Effgnt2f Capacity on Efficiency
Design point efficiency varies only slightly over the range of
thermal output considered. The variation which is shown in
Figure IV-3 is due to change in the radiation losses from the
boiler.
Auxiliary Power Requirement
Electric power is required for the forced draft fan, boiler
feedwater pumps, and process water pumps. The power requirement
is shown as a function of thermal ouput in Figure IV-4.
Environmental Intrusion
Table IV-2 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements of water and atomizing steam for the beat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross energy input to the system (fuel higher heating value) .
Stack gas emissions were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study.
Flexibility and Reliability
This current technology heat source for non-cogeneration
applications represents a baseline system to which the advanced
IV-
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technology cogeneration heat sources will be compared. Its
characteristics are as follows.
• Full Flexibility. The heat source can be modified
to fire a wide range of petroleum or coal derived
distillate and residual oils as well as gaseous
fuels of varying compositions and heating values.
Modifications of the fans, ductwork and burner
system would be required. Addition of an emission
control system for sulfur or particulate removal
might also be required for fuels with high sulfur
or ash content.
Transition to Coal or Coal Derived Fuel.
Modifications of conventional oil fired units to
accept coal firing is not practical due to the
differences in combustion and heat release
characteristics and fuel handling equipment
required. However, coal derived gaseous and liquid
fuels can be fired as described in the previous
paragraph.
• Operational Flexibility. The unit may be operated
from 20% to 110% of design thermal output with only
a small change in efficiency.
• Retrofit to Existing Plants. Retrofit potential is
good because space requirements are low and the
system does not have special operational or safety
problems.
• Retrofit of Technglociv Advancements. The system
can be modified to incorporate advances in burner
design and combustion air control technology.
• Siting Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction and fuel
delivery. Water must be available for boiler feed
water makeup. However, the system has no special
requirements	 which	 will	 influence siting
f lexibi lity .
• Potential Reliability. Reliability has been shown
historically to be high. Multiple units can be
used to increase reliability without large cost
penalties because capital and operating costs are
relatively insensitive to unit size.
IV- 8
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Mpg Reauirements
The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)	 = 1090 + 10.6C
Volume (cu ft) = 630C
where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
Maintenance and O,ygrhaul
Scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
	
Maintenance	 Overhaul
Interval
	
12 months	 60 months
Planned Outage Required	 1 week	 4 weeks
Capital and Operating Costs
• capital Cost. Figure IV-5 shows field construction
costs versus thermal output for the beat source
system. The costs are broken down into equipment
and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at $14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor	 costs	 for	 indirect	 field	 costs
(di stributables) . Table IV-3 presents the cost
breakdown for a system designed for 150 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Operating and Maintenance. Annual operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at $175 per million Btu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
Construction and Installation Period
A period of approximately two months would be required for
construction and installation of the heat source system for the
range of sizes considered.
IV-9
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TABLE IV-1
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 140F WATER HEATER
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(150 MILLION BTU/HR)
Stream
Number
Flowrate
flb_brf_
_
Temperature
(F)
Pressure
(nsiaf
1 1460800* 59 15.6
2 1560000 400 14.8
3 1560000 300 14.7
4 157,600 250 30.0
5 157,600 250 75.0
6 156,000 298 65.0
7 30040#000 85 15.0
8 3,040,000 85 60.0
9 3, 196,000 140 55.0
10 9,200 120 70.0
* 15% Excess Combustion Air
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Figure IV-2 VARIATION OF THERMAL EFFICIENCY WITH PERCENT LOAD
FOR THE PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED,140 F WATER HEATER
THERMAL OUTPUT (MILLION BTU/HR)
Figure IV-3 VARIATION OF DESIGN POINT EFFICIENCY WITH DESIGN POINT
OUTPUT FOR PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED,140 F WATER HEATER
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Figure IV-4 VARIATION OF AUXILIARY POWER REQUIRED WITH THERMAL OUTPUT
FOR THE PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 140 F WATER HEATER
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TABLE IV-2
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 140F WATER SEATER
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
Stack Gas Emissions 	 (lb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide	 0.76
Nitrogen Oxides	 0.5
Hydrocarbons	 0.02
Carbon Monoxide 	 0.027
Particulates	 0.016
Wastes Discharged
Water (Blowdown)	 9.3
Dry Solids	 0
Wet Solids	 0
Water Recuired
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water)	 0
§steam Required (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 17.6
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TABLE IV-3
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 14OF MATER HEATER
FIELD CCNSTRUCTION COST
(150 MILLION BTU/HR)
Equipment
Furnace (incl. boiler) 	 221,000
Economizer	 22r000
Other Equipment	 171,000
Civil/Structural	 2,000
piping/Instrumentation	 16,000
Total Equipment and Materials
	
432,000
Direct Installation Labor (a S14/MH)	 92,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor)	 69.000
Total Field Construction Cost 	 593,000
(,Kid-1978 Dollars)
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CASE 2
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 30OF STEAM GENERATOR
The beat source system shown in Figure IV-6 uses a current
technology industrial boiler fueled with petroleuat residual fuel
to produce 50 psig, 30OF steam. It is representive of current
industrial practice for systems produc ig 50 to 250 million
Btu/hr. The system) s design and operating characteristics are as
follow.
Chag;cteristics
• Shop assembled, water tube, natural circulation
boiler with water-c"led furnace walls for indoor
installation
• Pressure reducing valve to achieve required steam
conditions
• Forced draft fan with inlet silencer
• Externally mounted windbox with steam atomizing
fuel oil burner and duplex fuel oil system
• Externally located finned tube economizer to
recover heat from boiler exit gases
• Flue gas damper to maintain natural draft
• Natural draft stack
• Three element feedwater control
• Mechanical linkage type fuel/air ratio control
• Stack gas oxygen content controls excess air
• Staged firing for nitrogen oxides emission control
• Manually operated soot tlowers
• Building to enclose all major equipment
Design Point Performance
• Thermal output - 150 million Btu/hr
IV-I /
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• working fluid conditions
inlet - 15 psig, 25OF water
Outlet - 50 psig, 30OF steam
• Thermal efficiency - 88% (CTAS ground rule)
Table IV-4 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure for each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified on the system schematic diagram.
The permissible range of operation and thermal efficiency over
that range are the same for this system as for the petroleum oil
fired, 14OF water heater is shown in Figure IV-2.
The variation of design point thermal efficiency with capacity is
the same for this system as for the petroleum residual oil fired
140F water heater as shown in Figure IV-3.
Electric power is required for the forced draft fan and boiler
feedwater pump. The power requirement is shown as a function of
thermal output in Figure IV-7.
Table IV-5 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements of water and atomizing steam for the heat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross energy input to the system (fuel higher heating value).
Stack gas emissions were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study.
This current technology heat source for non-cogeneration
applications represents a baseline system to which the advanced
technology cogeneration heat sources will be compared. Its
characteristics are as follows.
• Fuel Flexibility. The heat source can be modified
to fire a wide range of pet:oleum or coal derived
IV-18
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distillate and residual oils as well as gaseous
fuels of varying compositions and heating values.
Modifications of the fans, ductwork and burner
system would be required. Addi. tIon of emission
control system for sulfur or part icul ate removal
might also be required for fuels with high sulfur
or ash content.
• Ttansition_to Coal or Ccs1 Qerived LUI.
Modifications of conventional oil fired units to
accept coal firing is not practical due to the
differences in combustion and heat release
characteristics and fuel handling equipment
required. however, coal derived gaseous and liquidfuels can be fired as described in the previous
paragraph.
• Ooer^ lF. lexjhj,lity. The unit may be operated
from 201 to 110% of design thermal output with only
a small change in efficiency.
• Retrofit t_st_„
 g Plants. Retrofit potential is
good because space requirements are low and the
system does not have special operational or safety
problems.
• $etrg fit of Technology Advancements. The system
can be modified to incorporate advances in burner
design and combustion air control technology.
• Siting FlexQj4itv. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail excess is required for construction and fuel
delivery. water must be available for boiler feed
water makeup. However, the system has no special
requirements	 which	 will	 influence siting
flexibility.
• Potential Reliab_ ility. Reliability has been shown
historically to be high. Multiple units can be
used to increase reliability without large cost
penalties because capital and operating costs are
relatively insensitive to unit size.
Space Reauirenwn&s
The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)	 630 + 9.4C
Volume (cu ft) = 490C
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where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Stu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
Scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
Interval 12
Maintenance
months
2
60
rhanl
months
Planned Outage Required 1 week 0 weeks
• Capital Cost. Figure IV-$ shows field mr nstruction
costs versus thermal output for the -it source
system. The costs are broken down L.... equipmeft
and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include dire+: s
 ns+ allation
labor at 514.00 per manhour pl%.s 75% .,
	 direct
labor costs for indirect fief" costs
(distributables) . Table IV-6 presents the cost
breakdown for a system designed for 150 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Operating and Maintenance. Anneal operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at f 175 per million 3tu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
Construction and Installation Period
A period of approximately two months would be required for
construction and installation of the heat source system for the
range of sizes considered.
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TABLE IV-4
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 30OF STEAM GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETERS
( 150 MILLION BTU/HR)
Stream Flowrate Temperature Pressure
j^umber (lb/hr) (F) flpsia)
1 146,800* 59 15.6
2 156, 000 400 14.8
3 156,000 300 14..7
4 157,600 250 30.0
5 157,600 275 82.0
6 156,000 302 69.0
7 1560000 300 65.0
8 9,200 120 70.0
*15% Excess Combustion Air
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Figure IV-7 VARIATION OF AUXILIARY POWER REQUIRED WITH THERMAL OUTPUT
FOR THE PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED,300 F STEAM GENERATOR
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TABLE IV-5
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 30OF STEAM GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
Stack bas Emissions 	 tlb/pillion Btu)
sulfur Dioxide	 0.76
Nitrogen Oxides	 0.5
Hydrocarbons
	
0.02
Carbon Monoxide 	 0.027
Particulates	 0.016
Wastes Discharged
Water (Blowdown) 	 9.3
Dry solids	 0
Wet solids	 0
water Rewired
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water)	 0
Steam Recuired (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 17.6
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TABLE IV-6
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 30OF STEAM GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(150 MILLION BTU/HR)
Equipment
Furnace (incl. boiler) 	 222,000
Economizer	 22s000
Other Equipment	 117,000
Civil/Structural	 2r000
Pipinq/Instrumentation 	 16,000
Total Equipment and Materials	 3798000
Direct Installation Labor (& $14/MH)	 89,000
indirects (3 75% of Direct Labor)	 67,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 535,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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CASE 3
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FILED, 50OF STEAM GENERATOR
The heat source system shown in Figure IV-9 uses a current
technology industrial boiler fueled with petroleum residual fuel
to produce 600 psig, 500F steam. it is representive of current
industrial practice for systems producing 50 to 250 million
Btu/hr. The system i s design and operating characteristics are as
follows.
Chet ra cteri slice
• Shop assembled, water tube, natural circulation
boiler with water-cooled furnace walls for indoor
installation
• Forced draft fan with inlet silencer
• Externally	 located	 atomizing	 spray	 type
desuperheater
• Externally mounted windbox with steam atomizing
fuel oil burner and duplex fuel oil system
• Externally located finned tube economizer to
recover heat from boiler exit gases
• Flue gas damper to maintain natural draft
• Natural draft s:.ack
• Three element f eedwater control
• Mechanical linkage type fuel/air ratio control
• Stack gas oxygen content controls excess air
• Staged firing for nitrogen oxides emission control
• Manually operated soot blowers
• Building to enclose all major equipment
Iv-27
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• Thermal output - 150 million Btu/hr
• working fluid conditions
Inlet - 15 prig, 250? water
Outlet - 600 psig, 50OF steam
• Thermal efficiency - 88% (CTAS ground rulie)
Table N-7 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure for each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified on the system schematic diagram.
The permissible range of operation and thermal efficiency over
that range are the same for this system us for the petroleum oil
fired, 14OF water heater as shown in Figure IV-2.
The variation of design point thermal efficiency with capacity is
the same for this system as for the petroleum residual oil fired
14OF water heater as shown in Figure IV-3.
&m L mx Pmr, RecuUgment
Electric power is required for the forced draft fan and boiler
feedwater pump. The power requirement is shown as a function of
thermal output in Figure IV-10.
Table IV-8 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements of water and atomizing steam for the heat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross energy input to the system ( fuel higher heating value) .
Stack gas emissions were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study.
This current technology heat source for non-cogeneration
applications represents a baseline system to which the advanced
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technology cogeneration heat sources will be compared. Its
characteristics are as follows.
• Fu_ el Flexibility. The heat source can be modified
to fire a wide range of petroleum or coal deriveddistillate and residual oils as well as gaseous
fuels of varying compositions and heating values.
Modifications of the fans, ductwork and burner
system would be required. Addition of emission
control system for sulfur or particulate removal
might also be required for fuels with high sulfur
or ash content.
• Transition to Coal or Coal Derived Fuel.
Modifications of conventional oil fired units to
accept coal firing is not practical due to the
differences in combustion and heat release
characteristics and fuel handling equipment
required. However, coal derived gaseous and liquid
fuels can be fired as described in the previous
paragraph.
• Qcerational Flexibility. The unit may be operated
from 20% to 110% of design thermal output with only
a small change in efficiency.
•	 Qfit to Existing Plants. Retrofit potential is
good because space requirements are low and the
system does not have special operational or safety
problems.
• Retrofit of Technology Adva cements. The system
can be modified to incorporate advances in burner
design and combustion air control technology.
• yit^Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction and fuel
delivery. water must be available for bailer feed
water makeup. However, the system has no special
requirements which will influence siting
flexibility.
Potential Reliability. Reliability has been shown
historically to be high. Multiple units can be
used to increase reliability without large cost
penalties because capital and operating costs are
relatively insensitive to unit size.
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The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function o:' the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)	 • 750 • 9.9C
Volume (cu ft) = 530C
where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
stu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
Interval	 12 months	 60 months
Planned Outage Required	 1 week	 4 weeks
• capital _Cost. Figure IV-11 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
heat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at (14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor costs for indirect field costs
(distributables) . Table IV-9 presents the cost
breakdown for a system designed for 150 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• operating and Maintenance. Annual operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at $175 per million Btu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
Qnstruction and Installation Period
A period of approximately two months would be required for
construction and installation of the heat source system for the
range of sizes considered.
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TABLE IV-7
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 500F STEAM GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(150 MILLION BTU/HR)
Stream Flawrate Temperature Pressure
1 146,800# 59 15.6
2 156, 000 650 14.8
3 1560000 300 14.7
4 152,300 250 30.0
5 152,300 254 715.0
6 133,000 700 640.0
7 18,000 250 715.0
8 151,000 500 615.0
9 9,200 120 70.0
• 156 E=ess Combustion Air
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TAHLE Iv- 8
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 50OF STEAM GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
fitWj►r.. QAs Emisgions	 Ilb1mi llion Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide	 0.76
Nitrogen Oxides	 0.5
Hydrocarbons	 0.02
Carbon Monoxide	 0.027
Particulates	 0.016
Wastes pischarQed
Water (Blowdown)	 7.9
Dry Solids	 0
Het solids	 0
Water Recuired
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed water) 	 0
Steam Required (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizit,g	 17.6
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TABLE IV-9
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 500F STEAM GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(150 MILLION BTU/HR)
ITE	 DOLLARS
Equipment
Furnace (incl. boiler) 	 351, 000
Economizer
	
22,000
Other Equipment	 1266000
Civil/Structural	 3,000
Piping/Instrumentation	 16,000
Total Equipment and Materials	 518,000
Direct Installation Labor (al $14/MH)	 93,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor)	 70,000
Total Field Construction Cost 	 681,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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CASE 4
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 70OF STEAM GENERATOR
The beat source system shown in Figure IV-12 uses a current
technology industrial boiler fueled with petroleum residual fuel
to produce 600 psig, 700F steam. It is representive of current
industrial	 practice	 for	 systems	 producing	 50	 to
250 million Btu/hr.	 The systemi s design and operating
characteristics are as follows.
0 Shop assembled, water tube, natural circulation
boiler with water-cooled furnace walls for indoor
installation
• Forced draft fan with inlet silencer
• Externally mounted windbox with steam atomizing
fuel oil burner and duplex f uel oil system
• Externally located finned tube economizer to
recover heat from boiler exit gases
• Flue gas damper to maintain natural draft
• Natural draft stack
• Three element f eedwater control
• Mechanical linkage type fuel/air ratio control
• Stack gas oxygen content controls excess air
• Staged firing for nitrogen oxides emission control
• Manually operated soot blowers
• Building to enclose all major equipment
Design Point Performance
• Thermal output - 150 million Btu/hr
• working fluid conditions
Inlet - 15 psig, 250F water
Outlet - 600 psig, 700F steam
• Thermal efficiency - 88% (CTAS grour rule)
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Table IV-10 gives the flourate, temperature and pressure for each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified on the system schematic diagram.
The permissible range of operation and thermal efficiency over
that range are the same for this system as for the petroleum oil
fired, 14OF water heater as shown in Figure IV-2.
Effect; of Can: kcitv_on Efficjenc_v
The variation of design point thermal efficiency with capacity is
the same for this system as for the petroleum residual oil fired
140F water heater as shown in Figure IV-3.
Auxiliary PQwe; Ungirement
Electric power is required for the forced draft fan and boiler
feedwater pump. The power requirement is the same as that shown
in Figure IV-10 for the petroleum residual oil fired 50OF steam
generator.
Znvironmental Intrusion
Table .IV-11 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements of water and atomizing steam for the beat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross energy input to the system ( fuel higher heating value) .
Stack gas emissions were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study.
F1elibility and Reliability
This current technology heat source for non-cogeneration
applications represents a baseline system to which the advanced
technology cogeneration heat sources will be compared. Its
characteristics are as follows.
• Fgel Flexibility. The heat source can be modified
to fire a wide range of petroleum or coal derived
distillate and residual oils as well as gaseous
fuels of varying compositions and heating values.
Modifications of the fans, ductwork and burner
system would be required. Addition of emission
control system for sulfur or particulate removal
IV-38
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might also be required for fuels with high sulfur
or ash content.
Transition to Coal or Coal Der ved Fuel.
Modifications of conventional oil fired units to
accept coal firing is not practical due to the
differences in combustion and heat release
characteristics and fuel handling equipment
required. However, coal derived gaseous and liquid
fuels can be fired as described in the previous
paragraph.
• Operational F jq; bi lity. The unit may be operated
from-20% to 110% of design thermal output with only
a small change in efficiency.
• Retrofit to Existing Plants. Retrofit potential is
good because space requirements are low and the
system does not have special operational or safety
problems.
• Retrofit of Technology Advancements. The system
can be modified to incorporate advances in burner
design and combustion air control technology.
• Siting Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction and fuel
delivery. Water must be available for boiler feed
water makeup. However, the system has no special
requirements which will influence siting
flexibility-
• Potential Reliability. Reliability has been shown
historically to be high. Multiple units can be
used to increase reliability without large cost
penalties because capital and operating costs are
relatively insensitive to unit size.
Space Rgguirements
The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)	 = 750 + 9..9C
volume (cu ft) = 530C
where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
•
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scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
Interval
	 12 months	 60 months
Planned Outage Required	 1 week	 4 weeks
• Capital Cost. Figure IV-13 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
beat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at 514.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor costs for indirect field costs
(distributables). Table IV-12 presents the cost
breakdown for a system designed for 150 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Operating and Maintenance. Annual operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclssive of fuel
costs are estimated at 1175 per million Btu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
Qnstruction and Installation Period
A period of approximately two months would be required f or
construction and installation of the heat source system for the
range of sizes considered.
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TABLE IV-10
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 70OF STEAM GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETER
(150 MILLION BTU/HR)
stream
Number
Flowrate
[lb/hrl
Temperature
 Irl _
Pressure
f os^
1 1468800* 59 15.6
2 156, 000 650 14.8
3 156,000 300 14.7
4 134,300 250 30.0
5 134,300 254 690.0
6 1330000 700 615.0
7 9,200 120 70.0
* 15% Excess Combustion Air
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TABLE IV-11
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 70OF STEAK GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
Stack Gas Emissions	 [lb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide	 0.76
Nitrogen Oxides	 0.5
Hydrocarbons	 0.02
Carbon Monoxide	 0.027
Particulates	 0.016
Wastes Discharged
Water (slowdown)	 7.9
Dry Solids	 0
Wet Solids	 0
water Reguired
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed water)	 0
Steam Recuired (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 17.6
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TABLE IV-12
PETROLEUN RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 70OF STEAM GENCRATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(150 MILLION BTUAM)
Equipment
Furnace (incl. boiler)
	 327, 000
Economizer	 22,000
Other Equipment	 1241000
Civil/Structural
	 2,000
Piping/Instrumentation 	 16:000
Total Equipment and Materials 	 4910000
Direct Installation Labor (3 314/MH)	 89,000
Indirects 0 75% of Direct Labor) 	 67,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 647,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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CASE 5
PETROLEOM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 950F STEAM GENERATOR
The petroleum residual oil fired, 950F steam generator shown in
Figure IV-14 is a current technology high pressure industrial
boiler- system including an economizer and air heater for heat
recovery. The system incorporates a shop assembled package
boiler for thermal outputs ranging from 50 to 250 million Stu/hr
and a field assembled unit for capacities greater than 250
million Btu/hr. The design and operating characteristics of the
system are as follows.
The following characteristics describe the system which includes
a package boiler (thermal output less than 250 million Btu/hr) .
• Shop assembled, water tube, natural circulation
boiler with water-cooled furnace walls
• Radiation type superheater with no exit temperature
control
• Forced draft fan with inlet silencer
• Externally mounted windbox with steam atomizing
fuel oil burner and duplex fuel oil system
• Externally located finned tube economizer to
recover heat from boiler exit gases
• Externally located tubular type air heater
• Natural draft stack
• Three element f eedwater control
• Mechanical linkage type fuel/air ratio control
• Stack gas oxygen content controls excess air
• Manually operated soot flowers
• Staged firing for nitrogen oxides emission control
• Building encloses all major equipment
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The characteristics for the system including a field assembled
boiler (greater than 250 million Btu/hr output) are as follows:
• Field assembled, water tuba, natural circulation
boiler with wates -cooled f urnace walls
• Attemperatian type two stage superheater for exit
steam temperature control
• Forced draft fan with inlet silencer
• Induced draft fan for balanced draft operation with
stack
• Integrated windbox with steam atomising fuel oi.L
burner
• Externally located finned tube economizer to
recover heat from boiler exit gases
• ZAcernally located tubular type air heater
• Three element f eedwater control
• Metering type fuel/air ratio control
• Stack gas oxygen content controls excess air
• Electrically operated steam soot blowers
• Staged firing for nitrogen oxides emission control
• Thermal output - 500 million Btu/hr
• Working fluid conditions
Inlet - 15 paig, 25OF water
outlet - 1200 psig, 95OF steam
• Thermal efficiency - 88% (CTAS ground rule
Table IV-13 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure for each
of the mayor streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified in the system schematic diagram.
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Figure IV-15 shows the variation in thermal efficiency over the
permissible range of operation.
Effect 4: Choacity on ,Efficie=
Design paic:^ efficiency varies only slightly over the range of
thermal output considered. The variation which is shown in
Figure N-16 is due to change in the radiation losses from the
boiler.
Zlectric power is required for the fans and bailer feedwater
pump. The M- *wer requirement is 3.0 We per million Btu/hr.
Table IV-14 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements of water and atomizing steam for the heat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross energy input to the system (fuel higher beating value) .
Stack gas emissions were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study.
This current technology heat source for cogeneration applications
represents a baseline system to which the advanced technology
cogeneration heat sources will be compared. Its characteristics
are as follows.
• Fue^xibility, The heat source can be modified
to fire a wide range of petroleum or coal derived
distillate and residual oils as well as gaseous
fuels of varying compositions and heating values.
Modifications of the fans, ductwork and burner
system would be required. Addition of emission
control system for sulfur or particulate removal
might also be required for fuels with high sulfur
or ash content.
Transition to Coal or Coal De,
Modifications of conventional
accept coal firing is not
differences in combustion
characteristics and fuel
required. However, coal deri,
rived Fuel.
oil fired
practical
and nea,
handling
ved gaseous
units to
due to the
t release
equi pme nt
and liquid
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fuels can be fired as described in the previous
paragraph.
• Operational Flexibility. The unit may be operated
from 20% to 110% of design tbermal output with only
a small change in efficiency.
• Retrofit to Existing Plants. Retrofit potential is
good because space requirements are low and the
system; does not have special operational or safety
problems.
• Retrofit of Technology Advancements. The system
can be modified to incorporate advances in burner
design and combustion air control technology.
• Siting Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction and fuel
delivery. dater must be available for boiler feed
water makeup. However, the system has no special
requirements which will influence siting
flexibility.
• Potential Reliability. Reliability has been shown
historically to be high. Multiple units can be
used to increase reliability without large cost
penalties because capital and operating costs awe
relatively insensitive to unit size.
Space Requirements
The area and volume requirements for the hews source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)	 = 750 f 9.9C	 (50 <_ C <_ 250)
= 13C	 (C > 250)
Volume (cu ft) = 530C	 (5 0 _< C <_ 250)
= 850C	 (C > 250)
where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
daintenance and Overhaul
Schedaled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
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Interval	 12 months
Planned Outage Required
Thermal Output
S 250 million Btu/hr	 1 week
> 250 million 54/hr	 2 weeks
60 months
4 wee ks
8 weeks
• Capital Cost. Figure IV-17 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
heat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at $14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor costs for indirect field costs
(distributables). Table IV-15 presents the cost
breakdown for a system designed for 500 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity and Table IV-16
presents the cost breakdown for a system designed
for 100 million Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Overatina and Maintenance. Annual operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at $175 per million Btu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
Construction and Installation Period
The construction and installation period required for the heat
source is expressed as a function of the system thermal output
capacity by the following equations:
M = 2	 (50 <_ C <_ 250)
M =	 C	 x 21	 (C > 250)
200
where M is equal to construction and installation period in
months and C is equal to system thermal output capacity in
million Btu/hr.
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TABLE IV- 13
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 950F STEAM GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(500 MILLION BTU/HR)
Stream Flowrate Temperature Pressure
(lb hr) (Fl (usial
1 488,300* 59 15.1
2 488,000 270 15.0
3 519,000 1000 14.7
4 519,000 500 14.5
5 5198000 300 14.3
6 403,000 250 30.0
7 4 03, 000 255 1365.0
8 399r000 950 1215.0
9 30,700 120 70.0
* 15% Excess Combustion Air
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Figure IV-15 VARIATION OF THERMAL EFFICIENCY WITH PERCENT LOAD FOR THE
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED,950 F STEAM GENERATOR
auws
61 MILLION	 251 MILLION
BTU/MR
	 BTU/HR
20	 400	 we	 in	 1000
THERMAL OUTPUT (MILLION BTU/MR)
Figure IV-16 VARIATION OF DESIGN POINT EFFICIENCY WITH DESIGN POINT OUTPUT FOR
THE PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED,960 F STEAM GENERATOR
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TABLE IV-14
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 95OF STEAM GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
S,w Gas E^missiM
Predicted Rate(lb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide 0.76
Nitrogen Oxides 0.5
Hydrocarbons 0.02
Carbon Monoxide 0.027
Particulates 0.016
wastes Discharced
Water (Blowdown)	 7.1
Dry Solids	 0
Wet Solids	 0
Water Recuiged
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water) 	 0
Steam Required ( 50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 17.6
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TABLE IV- 15
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 950F STRAN GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION ODST
(500 viva ION BTU/HR)
Equipment
Furnace, Field Erected (incl. boiler
economizer and air heater)	 16750,000
Otber Equipment	 1908000
Civil /structural
	
23,000
Piping/Instrumentation 	 223,000
Total Equipment and Materials
	
2,186, 000
Direct Installation Labor (& 314/MH) 	 971,000
Indirects (3 75% of Direct Labor)	 . 728.000
Total Field Construction Cost
	 3,885,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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TABLE Iw 16
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 95OF STEAK GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(100 MILLION BTU/HR)
Equipment
Furnace, Shop Assembled (incl. boiler,
economizer and air heater) 	 533,000
Other Equipment	 108,000
Civil /Structural 	 10,000
Piping/ Instrumentation	 39,000
Total Equipment and Materials 	 6 90, 000
Direct Installation Labor (a $14/MH) 	 74,000
Indirects (& 75% of Direct Labor)	 56.000
Total Field Construction Cost
	
820,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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CASE 6
COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 105OF STEAK GENERATOR
The coal derived residual oil fired steam generator, shown in
Figure IV-18,, is an advanced technology industrial boiler system
which produces steam at 1800 psig, 1050F; slightly higher
temperature and pressure than available from current technology
units. The boiler varies from current design practice only in
its materials of construction. The system incorporates a shop
assembled package boiler for tbermal outputs ranging from 50 to
250 million Btu/hr and a field assembled unit for capacities
greater than 250 million Btu/hr.
The following characteristics describe the system which includes
a package boiler (thermal output less than 250 million Btu/hr).
• Shop assembled, water tube, natural circulation
boiler with water-cooled furnace walls
• Radiation type superheater with no exit steam
temperature control
• Forced draft Fan with inlet silencer
• Externally mounted windbox with steam atomizing
fuel oil burner and duplex fuel oil system
• Externally located firmed tube economizer to
recover heat from boiler exit gases
• Externally located tubular type air beater
• Natural draft stack
• Three element feedwater control
• Mechanical linkage type fuel/air ratio control
• Stack gas oxygen content controls excess air
• Manually operated soot blowers
• Staged firing for nitrogen oxides emission cvatrol
• Building encloses 311 major equipment
• A flue gas particulate removal system 	 (ESP)
required because of high ash content of fuel
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The characteristics for the system which includes a field
assembled boiler (greater than 250 million Btu/hr output) are as
follows
• Field assembled, water tube, natural circulation
boiler with water-cooled furnace walls
• Attemperation type, two stage superheater for steam
temperature control
• Forced draft taut with inlet silencer
• Induced draft fan for balanced draft operation with
stack
• Integrated windbox with steam atomizing fuel oil
burner
• Externally located finned tube economizer to
recover heat from boiler exit gases
• Externally located tubular type air heater
• Three element f eedwater control
• Metering type fuel/air ratio control
• stack gas oxygen content controls excess air
• Electrically operated steam soot blowers
• Staged firing for nitrogen oxides emission control
• Flue gas particulate removal system (ESP) required
because of high ash content of fuel
an c
• Thermal output - 500 million Btu/hr
• Working fluid conditions
Inlet - 15 psig, 25OF water
Outlet - 1800 psig, 105OF steam
• Thermal efficiency - 88.55
OUKAUng Parameters
Table IV-17 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure for each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified in the system schematic diagram.
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Fiqurs IV-19 shows the variation in thermal efficiency over the
permissible range of operation.
Design point efficiency varies only slightly over the range of
thermal output considered. The variation which is shown in
figure IV-20 is due to change in the radiation losses from the
boiler.
Auuiliary Parer Reauiremeat
Electric power is required for the fans and boiler feedwater
pump. The power requirement is 4.1 We per million Btu/hr.
Table IV-18 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements of water and atomizing steam for the heat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross energy input to the system (fuel higher heating value.
Stack gas emissions for the beat source including a particulate
removal system were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study.
This advanced technology heat source has flexibility and
reliability characteristics similar to a current technology oil
fired unit. Its characteristics are as follows.
Fuel Flexibility. The heat source can be modified
to fire a wide range of petroleum or coal derived
distillate and residual oils as well as gaseous
fuels of varying compositions and heating values.
Modifications of the fans, ductwork and burner
system would be required. Addition of an emission
control system for sulfur removal might also be
required for fuels with high sulfur content.
• Transition to Coal or other Coal Qeriviel Fuel..
Modifications of conventional oil fires! units to
accept coal firing is not practical. due to the
differences in combustion and heat release
characteristics and fuel handling equipment
required. However, coal derived gaseous fuels can
be fired as described in the previous paragraph.
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• . The unit may be operated
from 205 to 1101 of design thermal output with only
a small change in efficiency.
• Retrofit to _Existing_ Plants. Retrofit potential is
good because space requirements are low and the
system does not have special operational or safety
problems.
Ratro loavA The system
can be modified to incorporate advances in burner
design and combustion air control technology.
• Siting Zlexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction and fuel
delivery. water must be available for boiler feed
water makeup. However, the system has no special
requirements which will influence siting
flexibility.
• Potential Reliably. Reliability can be assumed
to be high because the system represents only a
small deviation from current technology units of
proven reliability. Multiple units can be used to
increase reliability without large cost penalties
because capital and operating costs are relatively
insensitive to unit size.
The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity i-y
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)	 = 750C ♦ 9.9C	 (50 S C <- 250)
= 13C	 (C > 250)
Volume (cu ft) = 530C	 (5 0 _< C :S 2 50)
= 850C	 (C > 250)
where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
Maipt„enapce and overhaul
Scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
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Imurval
Planned Outage Required
- Thermal Output
< 250 mullion Stu/hr
> 250 million Btu/hr
FCR-1333
jab
	
Ove
12 months
	 60 months
1 week
	
4 weeks
2 weeks
	
8 weeks
• Coital Cost. Figure IV-21 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
heat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at S14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor	 costs	 for	 indirect	 field	 costs(distributable*) . Table ZV-19 presents the cost
breakdown for a system designed for 500 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity and Table IV-20
presents the cost breakdown for a system designed
for 100 million Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Qper;tina and r Maintenance. Arauial operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at S175 per million Btu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
gonstrugUon and Installation Period
The construction and installation period required for the heat
source is expressed as a function of the system thermal output
capacity by the following equations:
M a t	 (50 <- C 5 250)
M s	 C	 x 21 (C > 250)
200
where M is equal to construction and installation period in
months and C is equal to system thermal output capacity in
million Btu/hr.
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TABLE IV-17
ODAL DERIVED RESIDUAL: OIL FIRED, 105OF STEAM GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(500 MILLION BTU/HR)
Stream Flowrate Temperature Pressure
Number _ (lb/_ (F) finial
1 482,800* 59 15.1
2 483,000 270 15.0
3 516,000 1000 14.7
4 516,000 500 14.5
5 516,000 300 14.3
6 391,000 250 30.0
7 391,000 258 2015.0
8 387,000 1050 1815.0
9 33,200 120 70.0
* 10% Excess Combustion Air
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Figure IV-19 VARIATION OF THERMAL EFFICIENCY WITH PERCENT LOAD
FOR THE COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 10W F STEAM GENERATOR
IN WLUUN	 2ti0 MILLION
BTU/MR	 /Tut"
2"	 486	 iN	 in	 1
THERMAL OUTIMIT MILLION /TU/IIR)
Figure I V-?0 VARIATION OF DESIGN POINT EFFICIENCY WITH DESIGN POINT OUTPUT
FOR THE COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED,1050 F STEAM GF"NERATOR
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TABLE IV-18
ODAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 105OF STEAM GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Stac&^ is^ lions Predicted Rateclb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide 0.824
Nitrogen oxides 0.5
Hydrocarbons 0.02
Carbon Monoxide 0.027
Particulates 0.1
Wastes Discharged
Water (Slowdown)	 6.9
Dry Solids	 0.053
Wet solids	 0
Water Required
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water)	 0
Steam Required (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 17.6
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TABLE IV-19
ODAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 10SOF STEAM (ZNERATOR
FIZLD CONSTRUCTION COST
(500 MILLION BTU/HR)
Equipment
Furnace, Field Erected (inc. boiler,
economizer and air heater) 	 1,840,000
Particulate Removal (ESP)	 106, O00
Other Equipment	 209,000
Civil/Structural	 31,000
Piping/Instrumentation	 &23. 000
Total Equipment and Materials 	 2,409,000
Direct Installation Labor (a1 S14/MH)	 1,029,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor)	 772.000
Total Field Construction Cost 	 4,210,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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TABLE IV-20
ODAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 1050F STEAM GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(100 MILLION BTU/HR)
Equipment
Furnace, Shop Assembled (incl. boiler,
economizer and air heater)
	
5600000
Particulate Removal (ESP)	 23,000
Other Equipment	 1158000
Civil/Structural
	
14,000
Piping/ Instrumentation	 39.000
Total Equipment and Materials 	 751,000
Direct Installation Labor (a $14/MB) 	 85,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor) 	 64.000
Total Field Construction Cost 	 900,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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CASE 7
COAL DE::IVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 1800F HOT GAS GENERATOR
The hot gas generator, shown in Figure IV-22, is an advanced
technology heat source system incorporating a coal derived
residual oil tired furnace and a ceramic 0-tube heat exchanger to
heat high pressure air to 1800F. The system recirculates exhaust
gas from the heat exchanger into the furnace to moderate its
combustion gas temperature. A single furnace and heat exchanger
are used in systems producing 50 to 125 million Btu/hr, with
higher outputs requiring multiple units. The system i s design and
operating characteristics are as follows.
• Coal derived residurl. oil fired furnace with 101
excess air; high pressure fuel atomization
• Staged firing for nitrogen oxides emission control
• Oxygen content in the flue gases control excess air
• Air/fuel metering control
• Recirculating flue gases control working fluid
outlet temperature
• U-tube heat exchanger including ceramic high
temperature section and metal superalloy moderate
temperature sections
• Tubular type, metal air heater
• Forced draft fan with inlet silencer
• Induced draft fan with exhaust stack
• Recirculation fan for cooled flue gases
• Electrically operated soot blowers using high
temperature working fluid (air)
• Carbon steel ducting with insulating refractory
• Particulate removal system (ESP) to meet emission
requirements
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De_si_an_.Point Performance
• Thermal output - 125 million Btu/ hr
• working fluid conditions
Inlet - 606 psi a, 8 OOF air
outlet - 600 psis, 1800F air
• Thermal efficiency - 88.3%
Operating Paramerter_s
Table IV-21 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure of each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified on the system schematic diagram.
Permissible Rance of Operation
The permissible range of operation and the variation in thermal
efficiency over that range is the same for this system as for the
coal derived residual oil fired, 1050F steam generator as shown
in Figure IV-19.
Design point efficiency is assumed to be constant over the range
of thermal output considered because multiple units are used to
achieve higher capacities.
Electric power is required for the forced draft, induced draft
and recirculation fans. The power requirement is 1.85 kwe per
million Btu/hr.
Environmental ,Intrusion
Table IV-22 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements of water and atomizing steam for the heat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross energy input to the system (fuel higher heating value.
Stack gas emissions for the heat source including a particulate
removal systeL4 were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study.
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This advanced technology heat source has flexibility and
reliability characteristics similar to a current technology oil
fired unit. Its characteristics are as follows.
• Fuel Fle:ability. The heat source can be modified
to fire a wide range of petroleum or coal derived
distillate and residual oils as well as gaseous
fuels of varying compositions and heating values.
Modifications of the fans, ductwork and burner
system would be required. Addition of an emission
control system for sulfur removal might also be
required for fuels with high sulfur content.
• TIMNfUag to ,C2A1 or Other • Coal Derived Fuel.
Modifications of the oil fired furnace to accept
coal firing is not practical due to the differences
in combustion and heat release characteristics and
fuel handling equipment required. However, coal
derived gaseous fuels can be fired as described in
ttie previous paragraph.
• Operational Flexibility. The unit may be operated
from 20% to 110% of design thermal output with only
a small change in efficiency.
• Retrofit to Existing Plan1j. Retrofit potential is
good because space requirements are low. However,
it may be limited by special operational problems
associated with the high temperature, ceramic beat
exchanger.
• Retrofit of Technology Adyancen2nts. The system
can be modified to incorporate advances in burner
design and combustion air control technology.
• Siting Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail excess is required for construction and fuel
delivery.	 However, the system has no special
requirements which
	
will	 influence	 siting
flexibility.
• Potential Reliability. Reliability is expected to
be high since a majority of the components such as
furnace, fans and air beaters are of c rventional
type. The ceramic heat exchanger is an advanced
technology component which can be expected to
function reliably once the problems associated with
the materials of construction are solved. Due to
nodular design of the heat source, multiple units
will be used for capacities greater than 125
million Btu/hr, resulting in increased reliability.
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The area and volume requirements for  the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)
	
= 2000 • 20C
Volume (cu ft) = 17000
where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
Maintenance. and Overhaul
Scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
Interval 12
Maintenance
months 60
Overhaul
months
Planned Outage Required 2 weeks 6 weeks
• Capital Cost. Figure IV-23 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
heat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at (14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor costs for indirect field costs
(distributables). Table IV-23 presents the cost
breakdown for a system designed for 125 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Operatina and Maintenance. Annual operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at $234 per million Btu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
Construction and Installation Period
The construction and installation period required for the heat
source is expressed as a function of the system thermal output
capacity by the following equation:
M	 C	 x 20
200
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TABLE IV-21
COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 1800F HOT GAS GENERA70P
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(125 MILLION BTU/HR1
Stream Flowrate
(l_
Temperature
(F)
Pressure
(osial
1 120 0 700* 59 15.1
2 1200700 1340 15.0
3 208,000 3300 14.7
4 208,000 1400 14.6
5 79,000 1400 14.6
6 129,000 1400 14.6
7 129,000 300 14.5
8 462,000 800 606.0
9 462,000 1800 600.0
10 8,300 120 140.0
* 10% Excess Combustion Air
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TABLE IV-22
COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 1800F HOT GAS GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
Stack Gas Emissions (lb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide 0.824
Nitrogen Oxides 0.5
Hydrocarbons 0.02
Carbon Monoxide 0.027
Particulates 0.1
wastes Discharcred
Water (Blowdown) 	 Q
Dry Solids	 0.053
Wet Solids	 0
Water Required
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water)	 0
Steam Required (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 17.6
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TABLE IV-23
COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OZL FIRED, 180OF HOT GAS GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(125 MILLION BTU/HR)
Equipment
Furnace	 332,000
Heat Exchanger	 1,134,000
Air Heater
	 485,000
Particulate Removal (ESP)
	 27,000
Other Equipment
	 2000000
Civil/Structural
	 122,000
Piping/Instrumentation
	 80,000
Total Equipment and Materials
	 2,380,000
Direct Installation Labor (a S14/MH) 169,000
Indirects ( ,3 75% of Direct Labor) 127,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 2,676,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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CASE 8
COIL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 220OF SOT GAS GENERATOR
The hot gas generator, shown in Figure IV-24, is an advanced
technology heat source system incorporating a coal derived
residual oil fired furnace and a ceramic U-tube heat exchanger to
beat high pressure air to 2200F. The system recirculates exhaust
gas from the beat exchanger into the furnace to moderate its
combustion gas temperature and includes an air prebeater for heat
recovery. A single furnace and heat exchanger are used in
systems producing 50 to 125 million Btu/hr with higher outputs
requiring multiple units. The systema s design and operating
characteristics are as follows.
• Coal derived residual oil fired furnace with 10%
excess air; high pressure fuel atomization
• Staged firing for nitrogen oxides emission control
• Oxygen content in the flue gases control excess air
• Air/fuel metering control
• Recirculating flue gases control working fluid
outlet temperature
• U-tube beat exchanger including ceramic high
temperature section and metal superalloy moderate
temperature sections
• Tubular type metal air heater
• Forced draft fan with inlet silencer
• Induced draft fan with exhaust stack
• Recirculation fan for cooled flue gases
• Electrically operated soot blowers using high
temperature working fluid (air)
• Carbon steel ducting with insulating refractory
• Particulate removal system (ESP) to meet emission
requirements
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Oesicn Point_ Performance
• Thermal output - 125 million Btu/hr
• working f lui d conditions
Inlet - 608 psis, 120OF air
Outlet - 600 Asia, 220OF air
• Thermal efficiency - 88.3%
Table IV-24 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure of each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified on the system schematic diagram.
Permissible-Rance of Operation
The permissible range of operation and the variation in thermal
efficiency over that range is the same for this system as for the
coal derived residual oil fired, 105OF steam generator as shown
in Figure IV-19.
Effect of Capacity on Efficiency
Design point efficiency is assumed to be constant over the range
of thermal output considered because multiple units are used to
achieve higher capacities.
Auxiliary Power Recxuirement
Electric power is required for the forced draft, induced draft
and recirculation fans. The power requirement is 2.34 kwe per
million Btu/hr.
Environmental Intrusion
Table IV-25 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements of water and atomizing steam for the heat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross energy input to the system (fuel higher heating value) .
stack gas emissions for the heat source including a particulate
removal system were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study.
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FIgxibility and Reliability
This advanced technology heat source has flexibility and
reliability characteristics similar to a current technology oil
fired unit. Its characteristics are as follows.
• Fuel Flexibility. The heat source can be modified
to fire a wide range of petroleum or coal derived
distillate and residual oils as well as gaseous
fuels of varying compositions and heating values.
Modifications of the fans, ductwork and burner
system would be required. Addition of an emission
control system for sulfur removal might also be
required for fuels with high sulfur content.
• TTr n_sition- to- Coal or Other Coal 2erived Fuel.
Modifications of the oil fired furnace to accept
coal firing is not practical due to the differences
in combustion and heat release characteristics and
fuel handling equipment required. However, coal
derived• gaseous fuels can be fired as described in
the previous paragraph.
• operational Flexibility. The unit may be operated
from 20% to 110% of design thermal output with only
a small change in efficiency.
• E2trofit to Existing Plants. Retrofit potential is
, ood because space requirements are low. However,
it may be limited by .special operational problems
assL,,:iated with the high temperature, ceramic heat
excha iger.
• Retrofit of Technology Advancements. The system
can be n. ,)dified to incorporate advances in burner
design and .combustion air control tecbnology.
• Siting Flexibi i_y. The siting requirements are
similar to tho.e typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is retoired for construction and fuel
delivery.	 However, the system has no special
requirements which 	 will	 influence	 siting
flexibility.
Potential Reliability. Reliability is expected to
be high since a majority of the components such as
furnace, fans and air heaters are of conventional
type. The ceramic heat exchanger is an advanced
technology component which can be expected to
function reliably once the problems associated with
the materials of construction are solved. Due to
modular design of the heat source, multiple units
will be used for capacities greater than 125
million Btu/hr, resulting in increased reliability.
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The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)
	
- 2000 + 20C
Volume (cu ft) - 17000
vl.:re C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
Scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
Maintenance
	 overhaul
Interval
	 12 months	 60 months
Planned Outage Required	 2 weeks	 6 weeks
Capital and Operating Costs
• Capital Cost. Figure IV-25 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
heat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at $14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor costs for indirect field costs
(distributables). Table IV-26 presents the cost
breakdown for a system designed for 125 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Operating and Maintenance. The annual operating
and maintenance costs for the system exclusive of
fue costs are estimated at $234 per million Btu/hr
thermal design output capacity of the heat source.
Construction and Installation Period
The construction and installation period required for the heat
source is expressed as a function of the system thermal output
capacity by the following equation:
M = C
	 x 20
200
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where M is equal to construction and installation period in
months and C is equal to system thermal output capacity in
million Btu/hr.
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TABLE IV-24
COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OILFIRED, 220OF HOT GAS GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETERS
( 125 MILLICN BTU/HR)
Stream
Numbe
Flowrate
_ (lb/hr) Temperature( F) Pressure(nsia^
1 120,,700* 59 15.1
2 1200700 1340 15.0
3 268,000 2900 14.7
4 268,000 1400 14.6
5 139,000 1400 14.6
6 129,000 1400 14.6
7 129,000 300 14.5
8 447,000 1200 608.0
9 447,000 2200 600.0
10 8,300 120 140.0
* 10% Excess Combustion Air
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TABLE IV-25
COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 220OF HOT GAS GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
Stack gas EMissions	 (lb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide	 0.824
Nitrogen Oxides	 0.5
Hydrocarbons	 0.02
Carbon Monoxide	 w.027
Particulates	 0.1
Wastes Discharged
water (Blowdown)	 0
Dry Solids	 0.053
Wet Solids	 0
water Recuired
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water) 	 0
Steam Required (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 17.6
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TABLE IV-26
COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 220OF HOT GAS GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(125 MILLION BTU/HR)
Equipment
Furnace	 3320000
Heat Exchanger	 2,443, 000
Air Heater	 485,000
Particulate Removal (ESP)	 27,000
other Equipment	 242,000
Civil/Structural	 122,000
Piping/Instrumentation	 80,000
'r-cal Equipment and Materials	 3,731,000
Direct Installation Labor (a $14/MH)	 172,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor)	 129,000
Total Field Construction Cost 	 4,032,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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CASE 9
MAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 240OF TEEP14IONIC
CONVERTER BAT SOURCE
The heat source system shown in Figure IV-26 incorporates an
advanced technology coal derived residual oil fired furnace, a
high temperature ceramic air preheater, and a steam generator.
The system supplies beat to thermionic converter operating at
240OF looted within the furnace and produces 70OF steam. Its
design and operating characteristics are as follows.
acteristics
• Vertical standing, coal derived residual oil fired
furnace with provision to install vertical brat
pipes in the furnace walls and curtains
• Provision to install thermionic caverters on top of
the furnace
• Furnace wittii beat pipes is enclosed in casing .pith
insulation
• Burners are located on two opposing walls with
secondary air for nitrogen oxides emersion control
introduced into the furnace
• Forced draft and induced draft fans
• U-tube ceramic and superalloy high temperature air
heater and carbon steel low temperature air heater
• Steam generator located between two stages of diz
heaters
• Boiler feed pump
Design Point Per f ormanq&
• Thermal output
Thermionic converters - 104 million Btu/hr
Steam generation - 21 million Btu/hr
Total output - 125 million Btu/hr
• Working flui9 conditions (steam generation)
Inlet - 15 psig, 250F water
Outlet - 600 psig, 70OF steam
• Thermal efficiency - 88.3%
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Table IV-27 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure for each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified on the system schematic diagram. Figure IV -27 shows
the distribution of various thermal outputs from a typical
thermionic furnace.
Permissible-Rancre of gyration
The permissible range of operation and thermal efficiency over
that range is the same for this system as for the coal derived
residual oil fired, 1050F steam generator as shown in Figure
IV-19.
Effect of Eanacity gn Efficiency
The design point thermal efficiency varies slightly with thermal
output capacity due to variation in furnace radiation losses.
The variation for this system is the same as that shown in Figure
IV-20 for the coal derived residual oil fired, 1050F steam
generator.
Auxiliary Power Reguirement
Electric power is required for the system fans and boiler
feedwater pump. The power requirement is 1.3 kWe per million
Btu/hr.
Environmental Intrusion
Table IV-28 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements of water and atomizing steam for the heat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross energy input to the system (fuel higher heating value) .
Stack gas emissions for the heat source including a particulate
removal system were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study.
Flexihi4ity and_Reliability
This advanced technology heat source has flexibility and
reliability characteristics similar to a current technology oil
fired unit. Its characteristics are as follows.
Fuel Flexibility. The heat source can be modified
to fire a wide range of petroleum or coal derived
distillate and residual oils as well as gaseous
fuels of varying compositions and heating values.
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Modifications of the fans, ductwork and burner
system would be required. Addition of an emission
control system for sulfur removal might also be
requited for fuels with high sulfur content.
• Transition to Coal or other Coal Derived Fuel.
Modifications of the oil fired furnace to accept
coal firing is not practical due to the differences
in combustion and heat release characteristics and
fuel handling equipment required. However, coal
derived gaseous fuels can be fired as described in
the previous paragraph.
• Operational Flexibility. The unit may be operated
from 20% to 110% of design thermal output with only
a small change in efficiency.
• Retrofit to Existing. Plants. Retrofit potential is
good because space requirements are low. However,
it may be limited by special operational problems
associated with the high temperature, ceramic heat
exchanger.
• Retrofit of Technology Advancements. The system
can be modified to incorporate advances in burner
design and combustion air control technology.
• Siting Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction and fuel
delivery.
	
However, the system has no special
requirements which	 will	 influence	 siting
flexibility.
Potential Reliability. Reliability is expected to
be high since a majority of the components such as
furnace, fans and air heaters are of conventional
type. The ceramic heat exchanger is an advanced
technology component which can be expected to
function reliably once the problems associated with
the materials of construction are solved.
Sipace Requirements
The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)
	
= 32C
Volume (cu ft) = 1920C
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where C is equal to the system tbesmal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
Maintenance and Overhaul
scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
Maintenance	 Overhaul
Interval	 12 months	 60 months
Planned Outage Required	 2 weeks	 6 weeks
Capital and Operating Costs
• Caaital Cost. Figure IV-28 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
heat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at $14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor costs for indirect field costs
(distrihutables) . Table IV-29 presents the cost
breakdown for a system designed for 125 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Operating and Maintenance. The annual operating
and maintenance costs for the system exclusive of
fuel costs are estimated at $321 per million Btu/hr
thermal design output capacity of the heat source.
Construction and Installation Period
The construction and installation period required for the heat
source is expressed as a function of the system thermal output
capacity by the following equation:
M = C	 x 26
200
where M is equal to construction and installation period in
months and C is equal to system thermal output capacity in
million Btu/hr.
Alternative Thermionic Converter Heat Source
An alternative system to provide heat to thermionic converters
(Case 9A) is shown in Figure IV-29. Table IV-30 gives the
flowrate, temperature and pressure of each of the major streams
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in the system. The system preheats the combustion air to 1400F
instead of 2200F used in the baseline case (Case 9). As a
result, the ceramic material air heater used in the Case 9 is not
required for Case 9A. The following compares the performance and
cost of the two cases:
Thermal Output
(Million Btu/hr)
To THX
To Steam
Thermal Efficiency
Relative Cost
Case 9 Case 9A
104 77
21
Total	 125 125
88.3% 88.3%
1.0 0.83
Table IV-31 presents the cost breakdown for the alternate system
designed for 125 million Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
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TABLE IV-27
COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRER, 2400F THERMIONIC
CONVERTER HEAT SOURCE - OPERATING PARAMETERS
(125 MILLICN BTU/HR)
Stream Flowrate Temperature Pressure
Number 11bit^.z1 _ (FZ (ns3a)
1 120,700* 59 15.2
2 120,700 300 15.1
3 120,700 2200 15.0
4 129,000 2650 14.8
5 129,000 1100 14.7
6 129,000 500 14.6
7 129,000 300 14.5
8 19,500 250 30.0
9 18,600 700 615.0
10 8,300 120 140.0
* 10% Excess Combustion Air
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TABLE IV-28
COAT., DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 240OF THERMIONIC
CONVERTER HEAT SOURCE
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
Stack Gas Emissions	 (lb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide	 0.824
Nitrogen Oxides	 0.5
Hydrocarbons
	 0.02
Carbon Monoxide	 0.027
Particulates
	 0.1
Wastes Discharged
Water (Blowdown)	 1.3
Dry Solids	 0.053
Wet Solids
	 0
Water Required
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water)	 0
Steam Re sired (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fael Atomizing	 17.6
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TABLE IV-29
COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL O.-M FIRED, 240OF THERMIONIC
CONVERTER HEAT SOURCE
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(125 MILLICN BTU/HR)
ITEMS	 DOLLARS
Equipment
Furnace	 726,000
Air Heater, High Temperature	 731,000
Low Temperature	 44,000
Steam Generator	 1 00, 000
Particulate Removal (ESP)	 27,000
Other Equipment	 144,000
Civil/Structural	 120,000
Piping/Instrumentation 	 93,000
Total Equipment and Materials 	 1,985,000
Direct Installation Labor (@ $14/MH) 	 420,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct labor)	 315,000
Total Field Construction Cost 	 2,720,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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TABLE IV-30
COAL DERIVED RESIDUAL OIL FIRED, 2400F THERMIONIC
CONVERTER ALTERNATE HEAT SOURCE
(WITHOUT CERAMIC AIR HEATER)
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(125 MILLION BTU/HR)
Stream Flowrate Temperature Pressure
Number (ib?=) (F1 (Ps ial
1 120,700* 59 15.2
2 120,700 420 15.1
3 120,700 1400 15.0
4 129,000 2650 14.8
5A 129,000 1700 14.7
5B 129,000 880 14.6
6 129,000 580 14.6
7 129,000 300 14.5
8 40,000 250 30.0
9A 40,000 540 1975.0
9B 38,000 1050 1815.0
10 8,300 120 140.0
* 10% Excess Combustion Air
IV-102
Total Field Construction Cost	 2,249,000
(Mid- '78 Dollars)
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COAL DERIVED RESIDI
CONVERTER
( WITHOUT
FIELD
(125
TABLE IV-31
3AL OIL FIRED, 240OF THERMIONIC
ALTERNATE HEAT SOURCT
CERAMIC AIR HEATER)
CONSTRUCTION COST
MILLICN BTU/HR)
ITEMS	 j)OLLARS
Equipment
Furnace	 513,000
Air Heater, High Temperature	 273,000
Low Temperature	 100,000
Steam Generator	 331,000
Particulate Removal	 27,000
Other Equipment 	 179,000
Civil/Structural	 120,000
Piping/ Instrumentation 	 93,000
Total Equipment and Materials	 1,636,000
Direct Installation Labor (a $14/MH)	 350,000
Indirects (& 75% of Direct Labor)	 263.000
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CASE 10
COAL FIRED, 950F STEAM GENERATOR
The coal fired, 950F steam generator shown in Figure IV-30, is a
current technology high pressure industrial boiler system
including an economizer and air heater for heat recovery. The
system requires a flue gas sulfur dioxide scrubber to meet
emission requirements.* It incorporates a stoker-fired boiler for
thermal outputs ranging from 50 to 150 million Btu/hr. Higher
capacity systems include a pulverized coal fired boiler. The
design and operating characteristics of the system are as
follows.
Characteristics
The following characteristics describe the system which includes
a stoker-fired boiler (thermal output less than 150 million
Btu/hr) .
• Water tube, natural circulation with water-cooled
furnace walls
• Field assembled construction
• Spreader stoker with integrated plenum
• Spray type attemperator controls superheater steam
temperature
• Externally located economizer
• Forced dxl---ft fan with inlet silencer
• Externally located tubular air heater
• Cyclone for flue gas particulate removal
• Induced draft fan for balanced draft operation with
stack
• Air /fuel metering control
• Three element f. eedwater control
• Manually operated soot flowers
*The sulfur dioxide scrubber is not included as part of this
heat source. It is a balance of plant system.
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• Stack gas oxygen content controls excess air at 35%
• Building enclosure for major equipment
The characteristics of the system which includes a pulverized
coal fired boiler are as follows (thermal output greater than
150 million Btu/hr).
• Water tube, natural circulation with water-cooled
furnace walls
• Field assembled construction
• Pulverizer with primary air fans
• Pulverized coal burners
• Spray type attemperator controls superheater steam
temperature
• Externally located economizer
• Forced draft fan with inlet silencer
• Externally iocated tubular air heater
• Cyclone for flue gas particulate removal
• Induced draft fan for balanced draft operation with
stack
• Air /fuel metering control
• Three element feedwater control
• Electrically cperated soot glowers
• Stack gas oxygen content controls excess air at 25%
Desian Point Performance
• Thermal output - 500 million Btu/hr
• Working fluid conditions
Inlet -	 15 psig, 250F water
Outlet - 1200 psig, 950F steam
• Thermal, efficiency - 85% (CTAS ground rule)
IV-10 5
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Qpgratinq„Parameters
Table IV-32 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure for each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified on the system schematic diagram.
Permissible Banae of Operation
Figure IV-31 shows the variation in thermal efficiency over the
permissible range of operation.
Effect of Capacity on Efficiency
The variation in design point efficiency over the range of
thermal output considered is shown in Figure IV-32. The
efficiency of the pulverized coal fired system varies slightly
due to change in radiation losses. The smaller, stoker-fired
unit has a lower thermal efficiency due to higher excess air
required and lower combustion efficiency.
4uxi 1i,ary Power Requirements
Electric power is required for the system fans, pulverizer and
boiler feed pumps. The power required is:
Thermal Output	 Electric Power Required
(Million Btu/Hr1	 jkWe/Million Btu/Hr1
	
50 - 150	 3.5
	
150 - 1000	 4.3
Environmental Intrusion
Table IV-33 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements of water and atomizing steam for the beat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross energy input to the system (fuel higher heating value) .
Stack gas emissions for the heat source including a particulate
removal system were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study. The sulfur dioxide
emission level includes the effect of incorporating a sulfur
dioxide scrubber system.
Flgxibility and Reliability
This current technology heat source for cogeneration applications
represents a baseline system, to which the advanced technology
cogeneration heat souices will be compared. Its characteristics
are as follows.
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• Fuel Flexibility. Both the pulverized coal fired
and smaller stoker fired units can accept a wide
range of coals. Increased fuel feeding capability
would be required for subbituminous and lignite
coals which have .Lower heat content. Stoker fired
units can also be modified to fire wood and waste
solid fuels.
• Uansition to Coal Derived Fuel. Modifications of
conventional coal fired units to accept coal
derived gaseous or liquid fuel firing is not
practical due to the differences in combustion and
heat release characteristics and fuel handling
equipment required.
• Operational Flexibility. The unit may be operated
from 20% to 110% of design thermal output with only
a small change in efficiency.
• Retrofit to Existing Plants. Retrofit potential is
limited by the large space requirements and the
operational and safety problems associated with
storage and handling of coal.
• Retrofit of Technology Advancements. The system
can be modified to incorporate advances in burner
design and combustion air control technology.
• Siting Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction and fuel
delivery. Water must be available for boiler feed
water makeup. However, the system has no special
requirements	 which	 will	 influence siting
flexibility.
• Potential Reli ability. Reliability has been shown
historically to be high. Multiple units can be
used to increase reliability without large cost
penalties because capital and operating costs are
relatively insensitive to unit size.
space Re uirements
The area and volume requirements for the heat ::ounce system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)	 = 40C	 (50 <- C <- 150)
= 19C	 (C > 150)
Volume (cu ft) = 24000 (50 <- C <_ 150)
= 2 55 0C	 (C > 15 0)
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where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
Maintenance and Overhaul
scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
Maintenance	 Overhaul
Interval	 6 months	 36 months
Planned Outage Required	 2 weeks	 6 weeks
Capital and - Oneratina Costs
• Capital Cost. Figure IV-33 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
beat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at $14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor costs for indirect field costs
(distributables) . Table IV-34 presents the cost
breakdown of a system for 500 million Btu/hr
thermal output capacity and Table IV-35 presents
the cost breakdown of a system for 100 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Operating and Maintenance. Annual operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at $292 per million Btu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
Construction and Instaliation Period
The construction and installation period required for the heat
source is expressed as a function of the system thermal output
capacity by the following Equations:
N	 _ C_	 x 22	 (50 <_ C <_ 150)
150
.d = _C	 x 26	 (C > 150)
200
where M is equal to construction and installation period in
months and C is equal to system thermal output capacity in
million Btu/hr.
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TABLE IV-32
COAL FIRED, 95OF STEAM GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(500 MILLICN BTU/HR)
Stream Flowrate Temperature Pressure
Number (lb/hr)_ (F) (vsia)
1 556,000 59 15.1
2 556,000 500 15.0
3 609,500 1000 14.9
4 609,500 700 14.8
5 609,500 300 14.7
6 609,500 175 14.6
7 403,000 250 30.0
8 4 03, 000 255 1365.0
9 399,000 950 1215.0
10 54,500 59 14.7
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Figure IV-31 VARIATION OF THERMAL EFFICIENCY WITH PERCENT
LOAD FOR THE COAL FIRED, 950 F STEAM GENERATOR
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Figure IV-32 VARIATION OF DESIGN POINT EFFICIENCY WITH DESIGN
POINT OUTPUT FOR THE COAL FIRED,950 F STEAM GENERATOR
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TABLE IV-33
COAL FIRED, 95OF STEAM GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
Stack Gas Emissions	 (lb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide	 1.2
Nitrogen Oxides	 0.7
Hydrocarbons
Thermal Ou tpu t
< 150 million Btu/hr	 .046
> 150 million btu/hr
	
.014
Carbon Monoxide
- Thermal Output
< 150 million Btu/hr	 .093
> 150 million Btu/hr	 .046
Particulates	 0.1
Wastes Discharged
Water (Blowdown)	 6.8
Dry Solids
- Thermal Output
< 150 million Btu/hr
	
1.87
> 150 million Btu/hr
	
4.98
Wet Solids
- Thermal Output
< 150 million But/hr
	
6.23
> 150 million Btu/hr
	
1.78
Water Required
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water) 	 0
Steam Required (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 0
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TABLE IV-34
COAL FIRED, 95OF STEAM GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
4500 MILLION BTU/HR)
ITEMS	 DOL
Equipment
Furnace, Pulverized Coal Fired
(incl. boiler, economizer, and
air heater)
	
4,662,000
Particulate Removal (cyclone) 	 56,000
Other Equipment	 189,000
Civil/Structural	 69,000
Piping/ Instrumentation 	 259,000
Total Equipment and Materials 	 5,235,000
Direct Installation Labor (a $14/MH)	 2,313,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor) 	 1,735,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 9,283,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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TABLE IV-35
COAL FIRED, 95OF STEAM GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION (MST
(100 MILLION BTU/HR)
ITEM
	
DOLLARS
Equipment
Furnace, Stoker Fired (incl. boiler,
economizer, and air heater)	 694,000
Particulate 'removal (cyclone) 	 12,000
Other Equiptr, nt 	 108,000
Civil/Structural	 319000
Piping/ Instrumentation	 55,000
Total Equipment and Materials 	 9 00, 000
Direct Installation Labor (a $14/MH)	 540,000
Indirects (d 75I of Direct Labor)	 405,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 1,845,000
(.did-1978 Dollars)
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CASE 11
COAL FIRED ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED, 105OF STEAM GENERATOR
The atmospheric fluidized bed (AFB) steam generator system, shown
in Figure IV-34, is an advanced technology heat source in which
coal is fired in the presence of limestone at near atmospheric
pressure. Sulfur released from the coal is absorbed by the
limestone, reducing sulfur dioxide emissions. Heat is
transferred to water, the energy conversion system working fluid,
by beat transfer surfaces within the bed, in the water -cooled
walls, and in the convective space above the bed. The system) s
design and operating characteristics are as follows.
Characteristics
• AFB Construction - water-cooled wall construction,
Shop fabricated units up to 150 million Btu /hr
output; field assembled for larger units
• Partitioned bed for turndown flexibility
• Boiler and superheater heat transfer surfaces in
bed; additional superheater surface in freeboard
• Externally located finned-tube economizer
• Forced draft, induced draft, ;.aid primary air fans
• Pneumatic coal/limestone feed system
• Reinjection of fly ash collected in cyclone to
achieve good combustion efficiency
• Spent bed material cooler for heat recovery
Design Point Performance
•	 Thermal outpi.• +. - 250 million Btu/hr
• worxing fluid conditions
Inlet - 15 psig, 250F water
outlet - 1800 psig, 1050F steam
• Thermal efficiency - 84%
operating Parameters
Table IV-36 gives the flowrate, temperature at 3 pressure of each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
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identified on the system schematic diagram. Additional operating
parameters are as follows:
• Fluidized bei temperature - 1550F
• Bed superficial velocity - 8 ft/s
• Bed calcium to sulfur ratio - 3:1
• Excess combustion air - 201
• Heat recovery exhaust gas temperature - 300F
Permigsible Range of Operation
Figure IV-35 shows the variation in thermal efficiency over the
permissible range of operation.
Effect of Size on Efficiency
Design point efficiency varies only slightly over the range of
thermal output considered. 	 The variatio- hi	 -.g shcwn in
Figure IV-36 is due to change in the radiation z. Ps from the
boiler.
Auxiliary Power Requirement
Electric power is required for the fans and boiler feedwater
pump.	 The power requirement is 5.9 kWe per million Btu/hr
thermal output.
Enviri ry^mgD*al Intr sion
Table IV-37 gives the stack qas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements for water and atomizing steam for the heat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per million Btu
gross eneray input to the system (fuel higher heating value) .
Stack gas emissions for the heat source which includes a
particulate removal system were calculated on the basis of fuel
specificatianj defined for this study.
Flexibility and Reliability
The flexibility  and reliability characteristics of this advanced
technology heat source in relation to current technology
cogeneration and non-cogeneration heat sources are as follows.
• Fuel Flexibility. The fluidized bed combustor has
greater fuel flexibility than current technology
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coal fired systems and will accept a wide range of
coals as well as wood and solid wastes as fuel.
This heat source was designed for bituminous coal
but can be modified to fire other solid fuels .
Increased fuel feeding capability would be required
for fuels of lower heat content and limestone feed
requirements would be modified  according to the
fuel sulfur content.
Transition ±a Coal or Coal Derived Fuels.
(See previous paragraph)
Operational Flexibility. Load response and
turndown characteristics similar to current
technology heat sources are achieved by dividing
the bed into muitiple, individually controlled
compartments. The unit may be operated from 20% to
110% of design thermal output with only a small
change in efficiency.
• Retrofit to Existing Plants. As is true for
current technology coal fired systems, retrofit
potential of this mat source is limited because of
large space requirements for fuel storage and
handling. In this cash, the space requirements are
further increased by the required limestone storage
and handling system.
• W-incr Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction and fuel
delivery. water must be available for boiler feed
water makeup. However, the system has no special
requirements	 which	 will	 influence siting
flexibility.
Potential Reliability. The reliability of the
fluidized bed is expected to be similar to that of
a current technology coal fired unit. Though the
majority of its components are similar to those of
• conventional unit, the fluidized bed incorporates
• limestone feed system, heat transfer tubing
within the combustion zone and a particulate
removal cycline operating at high temperature which
are not required by a conventional unit. However,
the fluidized bed does not require the coal
pulverizer required by a conventional coal fired
unit.
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Space Requirements
The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)	 = 34C
Volume (cu ft) = 2520C
where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
Maintenance and Overhaul
Scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system erd the associated planned outages are as follows.
Maintenance	 overhaul
Interval	 6 months	 36 months
Planned Outage Required	 2 week	 6 weeks
Capital and Operating Costs
• Capital Cost. Figure IV-37 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
heat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct	 installation
labor at $14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor	 costs	 for	 indirect	 field	 costs
(distributables). Table IV-38 presents the cost
breakdown of a system for 250 million Btu/hr
thermal output capacity and Table IV-39 presents
the cost breakdown of the system for 100 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Operating and ,Maintenance. Annual operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at $380 per million Btu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
Construction and Installation Period
The construction and installation period required for the heat
source is expressed as a function of the system thermal output
capacity by the following  equation:
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M = —g 	 24
200
where M is equal to construction and installation period in
months and C is equal to system thermal output capacity in
million Btu/hr.
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TABLE IV-36
COAL FIRED ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED, 105OF STEAM GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(250 MILLION BTU/HR)
Stream Flowrate Temperature Pressure
Number tlb/hr) (F) f us ia)
1 272,000 59 16.7
2 272,06J 500 16.5
3 300,000 1550 14.8
4 300,000 1000 14.6
5 300,000 665 14.5
6 300,000 300 14.4
7 195,300 250 30.0
2 195,300 258 2015.0
9 195,300 392 1975.0
10 193,300 1050 1815.0
11 27,500 59 14.7
12 10,500 59 14.7
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TABLE IV-37
COAL FIRED ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED PED, 105OF STEAM GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
,hack Gas Emissions	 (lb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide	 1.2
Nitrogen Oxides	 0.2
Hydrocarbons	 trace
Carbon Monoxide	 0.04
Particulates	 0.1
Wastes Discharged
Water (Blowdown)	 6.9
Dry Solids	 36.0*
Wet Solids
	
0
Water Required
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water) 	 0
Steam Reguired (50 psig, 300F Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 0
*Bed spent limestone is not reclaimed.
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TABLE IV-38
COAL FIRED ATMOSPHERIC FLUID7IED BED, 1050F STEAM GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
250 MILLION BTU/HR)
Equipment
Furnace, Field Erected (incl. boiler) 1,3 00, 000
Economizer
	
72,000
Air Heater
	
250,000
Particulate Removal (cyclone and ESP)	 4 06 , 000
Other Equipment	 612,000
Civil/Structural
Piping/Instrumentation
Total Equipment and Materials
Direct Installation Labor (J $14 /MH)
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor)
170,000
90,000
2,900, 000
742,000
556.000
Total Field Construction Cost 	 4,198,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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TABLE IV-39
COAL FIRED ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED, 105OF STEAM GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(100 ,MILLION BTU/HR)
DOLLAR S
Equipment
Furnace, Shop Assembled
(incl. boiler)	 800,000
Economizer
	 30,000
Air Heater
	
1058000
Particulate Removal (cyclone and ESP) 	 170,000
Other Equipment
	 347,000
Civil/Structural	 108,000
Piping/ I nstr ume nt ati on 	 30.000
Total Equipment and Materials	 1,590,000
Direct Installation Labor (a $14/AH) 	 120,000
Indirects (3 75% of Direct Labor)	 90.000
Total Field Construction Cost	 1,800,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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CASE 12
COAL FIRED ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED, 150OF HOT GAS GENERATOR
The atmospheric fluidized bed (AFB) hot gas generator system,
shown in Figure IV-38, is an advanced technology heat source in
which coal is fired in the presence of limestone at near
atmospheric pressure. Sulfur released from the coal is absorbed
by the limestone, reducing sulfur dioxide emissions. Heat is
transferred to high pressure air, the energy conversion system
working fluid, by heat transfer surfaces within the bed and in
the convective space above the bed. The systemi s design and
operating characteristics are as follows.
• AFB Construction - Refractory wall construction
Shop fabricated units up to 150 million Btu/hr
output; field erected for larger units
• Partitioned bed for turndown flexibility
• Super alloy heat exchanger material used in bed
• Externally located tubular air heater
• Forced draft, induced draft, and primary air fans
• Pneumatic coal/limes-cone feed system
• Reinjection of fly ash collected in cyclone to
achieve good combustion efficiency
• Spent bed material cooler for heat recovery
Design  Point Performance
• Thermal output - 250 million Btu/hr
• Working fluid conditions
Inlet - 700F, 61.2 Asia air
Outlet - 1500F, 600 psis air
• Thermal of ficienry - 84%
Ot)eratinca Parameters
Table IV-40 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure of each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
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identified on the system schematic diagram. Additional operating
parameters are as follows:
• Fluidized bed temperature - 160OF
• Bed superficial velocity - 8 ft/s
• Bed calcium to sulfur ratio - 4:1
• Excess combustion air - 20%
• Heat recovery exhaust gas temperature - 300 F
The permissible range of operation and variation in thermal
efficiency over that range is the same for this system as for the
coal fired AFB, 1050F steam generator as shown in Figure IV-35.
Effect of capacity on Efficiency
The variation of design point thermal efficiency with capacity is
the same for this system as for the coal fired AFB, 1050F steam
generator as shown in Figure IV-36.
Auxiliary Power Revuirement
Electric power is required for the system fans. The power
requirement is 3.9 kWe per million Btu/hr thermal output.
Environmental Intrusj:n
Table IV-41 gives the stack gas emissions, wastes discharged, and
requirements for water and atomizing steam for the heat source
system. Data are expressed in pounds of material per trillion Btu
grows energy input to the system (fuel higher heating value) .
Stack gas emissions for the heat source which includes a
p<.rticulate removal system were calculated on the basis of fuel
specifications defined for this study.
Flexibility and Reliab li,_„y
The flexibility and reliability characteristics of this advanced
technology heat source in relation to current technology
cogeneration and non-cogeneration heat sources are as follows.
• Fuel Flexibility. The fluidized bed combustor has
greater fuel flexibility than current technology
coal fired systems and will accept a wide range of
coals as well as wood and solid wastes as fuel.
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This heat source was designed for bitumi-.cns coal
but can be modified to fire other so"d fuels.
In :reased fuel feeding capability would be required
for fuels of lower heat content and limestone feed
requirements would be modified according to the
fuel sulfur content.
• Transition to Coal or Coal Dalved Fuels.
(See previous paragraph)
• Operational Flexibility. Load response and
turndown characteristics similar to current
technology beat sources are achieved by dividing
the bed into multiple, individually controlled
compartments. The unit may be operated from 20% to
110% of design thermal output with only a small
change In efficiency.
• Mtrofit to Existing r
 ,ants. As is true for
current technology coal fired systems, retrofit
potential of this heat source is limited because of
large space requirements for furl storage and
handlinq. In this case, the space requirements are
further increased by the required limestone storage
and handling system.
• Siting Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction and fuel
delivery.
	 However, the system has no special
requirements which
	 will	 influence	 siting
1`lexibi lity.
Potential Reliability. The reliability of the
fluidized bed is expected to be similar to that of
a current technology coal fired unit. Though the
majority of its components are similar to those of
• conventional unit, the fluidized bed incorporates
• limestone feed system, heat transfer tubing
within the combustion zone ana a particulate
removal cy clone operating at high temperature which
are not required by a conventional unit. However,
the fluidized bed does •7t require the coal
pulverizer which is require_, by a conventional coal
fired unit.
Seace Requirements
The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
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Area (sq ft)	 = 34C
Volume (cu ft) = 2520C
where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
daintenance and Overhaul
scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
Maintenange	 Overhaul
Interval	 6 months	 36 months
Planned Outage Required	 2 weeks
	
5 weeks
C " tal and Operating Costs
• Capital Cost. Figure IV-39 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
heat source sys tem. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at $14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor	 costs	 for	 indirect	 field	 casts(distributables) . 	 Table IV-42 presents the cost
breakdown of a system for 250 million Btu/hr
thermal output capacity and Table IV-43 presents
the cost breakdown of a system for 100 million
Btu/hr thermal output capacity.
• Operating and Maintenance. Annual operating and
maintenance costs far the system Exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at 3380 per million Etu/hr
design thermal output capacity of thr `eat source.
Canstr.uctian and Installation PEriod
The construction and installation period required for the teat
source is expressed as a function of the system thermal output
capacity by the following Equation:
^K = _C 	x 27
200
wnere M is equal to constructi.an and installation period ir.
months and C is equal to system thermal output capacity in
million Btu/hr.
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TABLE IV-40
COAL FIRED ATMOSPHERIC FLUILIZED BED, 150OF HOT GAS GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(250 MILLION BTU/HR)
Stream Flowrate Temperature Pressure
Number _ (lb/hr) (F) (psia)
1 274,000 59 16.7
2 274,000 737 16.5
3 303,000 1600 14.8
4 303,000 914 14.6
5 303,000 300 14.5
6 1,176,000 700 612.0
7 1,176,000 1500 600.0
8 27,500 59 14.7
9 14,000 59 14.7
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TABLE IV-41
COAL FIRED ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED, 150OF HOT GAS GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
Stack Gas Emission 1lb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide 1.2
Nitrogen Oxides 0.2
Hydrocarbons trace
Carbon Monoxide 0.04
Particulates 0.1
Wastes D,}sc arced
Water (Blowdown)	 0
Dry Sclids	 42.0*
Wet solids	 0
Water RequiLe d
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water)	 0
Steam Required (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 0
*Bed spent limestone is not reclaimed.
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TABLE IV-42
COAL FIRED ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED, 150OF HOT GAS GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION ODST
(250 MlLLICN BTU/HR)
ITEMS	 DOLLARS
Equipmen-..
Furnace,Field Erected	 2,750,000
Air Heater	 326,000
Particulate Removal (cyclone and ESP) 	 406,000
Other Equipment	 509,000
Civil/Structural	 170,000
Piping /Instrumentation
Total Equipment and Materials 	 4,227,OJ0
Direct Installation Labor (@ $14/MH) 	 1,350,000
Indirects (@ 759 of Direct Labor) 	 1,012,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 6,589,000(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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TABLE IV-43
COAL FIRED ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED, 1500F SOT GAS GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(100 MILLICN BTU/HR)
DOLLARS
Equipment
Furnace, Shop Assembled	 1,660,000
Air Heater
	
137,000
Particulate Removal (Cyclone and ESP)	 170,000
Other Equipment	 273,000
Civil/Structural
Piping/Instrumentation
Total Equipment and Materials
Direct Installation Labor (& $14/MH)
Irdirects (4 75% of Direct Labor)
Total Field Construction Cost(Mid-1978 Dollars)
108,000
22,000
2,370, 000
120,000
90,000
2,580,000
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CASE 13
COAL FIRED PRESSURIZED FLUIDIZED BED, 1600F HOT GAS GENERATOR
The pressurized fluidized bed (PFB) hot gas generator system,
shown in Figure IV-40, is an advanced technology heat source in
which coal is fired in the presence of dolomite at high pressure.
Sulfur released from the coal is absorbed by the dolomite
reducing sulfur dioxide emissions. Heat is transferred to high
pressure air in tubes within the fluidized bed combustion zone.
This air is combined with the PF E combustion products which have
passed through a hot gas cleanup system* to form a hot gas stream
which is supplied to the energy conversion process. The system
requires a hot gas cleanup system to make the gas suitable for
the process. The design and operating characteristics of the
heat source are as follows.
Characteristics
• PFB construction - Shop fabricated in units up to
250 million Btu/hr; multiple units used for larger
systems
• Refractory lined carbon steel furnace
• Finned tube, high temperature alloy heat exchanger
within fluidized bed
• Pneumatic coal/dolomite feed system
• Reinjection of ily ash collected in cyclone to
achieve good combustion efficiency
• Spent bed material cooler for heat recovery
Design Point Performance
• Thermal output - 250 million Btu/hr
• Working fluid conditions
	
Inlet	 220 psig, 740F air
Outlet - 200 psig, 1600F air
•	 Thermal efficiency - 98X
*Hot gas cleanup system is not included as part of this heat
source. It is a balance of plant system.
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Table IV-44 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure for each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified on the system schematic diagram. Additional operating
parameters are as follows.
• Fluidized bed temperature - 165OF
• Bed superficial velocity - 2.7 ft/s
• Bed calcium to sulfur ratio - 1.5:1
• Excess combustion air - 30%
E21missible - Ranve of Operation
Figure IV-41 shows the variation in thermal efficiency over the
permissible range of operation.
Effect of Capacity on Efficiency
As shown in Figure IV-42, design point efficiency varies only
slightly over the range of 50 to 250 million Btu/hr thermal
output. The variation is due to changes in the radiation losses
from the furnace. The thermal efficiency is constant for larger
systems because multiple 250 million Btu/hr modules are used.
Auxiliary Power Requirement
Electric power is required for the fuel injection system. The
power requirement is 0.55 We per million But/hr thermal output.
Environmental Intrusion
Table IV-45 gives the combustion product gas emissions, wastes
discharged, and requirements for water and atomizing steam for
the heat source system. Data are expressed in pounds of material
per million Btu gross energy input to the system (fuel higher
heating value). Combustion product gas emissions which were
calculated on the basis of fuel specifications defined for this
study include the effects of incorporating a hot gas cleanup
system.
Flexibility and Reliability
The flexibility and reliability characteristics of this advanced
technology heat source in relation to current technology
cogeneration and non-cogeneration heat sources are as follows.
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• Fuel Flexibility. The fluidized bed combustor has
greater fuel flexibility than current technology
coal fired systems and will accept a wide range of
coals as well as wood and solid wastes as fuel.
This heat source was designed for bituminous coal
but can be modified to fire other solid fuels.
Increased fuel feeding capability would be required
for fuels of lower heat content and dolomite feed
requirements would be modified according to the
fuel sulfur content.
• Transition - to Coal or Coal Derived Fuels.
(see previous paragraph)
• Operational Flexibility. The unit may be operated
from 30% to 110% of Fisign thermal output with only
a small change in efficiency. During part load
operation bed temperature and fluidizing velocity
remain constant for good combustion efficiency and
sulfur capture, and airflow through the heat
exchanger is reduced.
• Retrofit to Existing Plants.	 As is true for
current technology coal fired systems, retrofit
potential of this heat source is limited because of
large space requirements f or fuel storage and
handling. In this case, the space requirements are
further increased by the required dolomite storage
and handling system.
• Siting Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction and fuel
delive.y.	 However, the system has no special
requirements which
	
will	 influence	 siting
f lexibi lity. .
• P2tential Reliability. The reliability of the
pressurized fluidized bed is expected to be simila-
to that of a conventional coa fired furnact
because the two systems are similar in complexity.
The fluidized bed requires pressurized coal and
dolomite feed systems but does not incorporate a
coal pulverizer or combustion air fans. The
reliability of the fluidized bed system is further
enhanced for large capacity systems by the use of
multiple fluidized bed units.
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The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)
	 - 7C
Volume (cu ft) - 394C
where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
Maintenance and overhaul
Scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the heat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
MaintrMncg	 Over aul
Interval	 6 months	 36 months
Planned Outage Required	 2 weeks	 6 weeks
Capital and Operating Costs
• Capital Cost. Figure IV-43 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
heat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at $14.00 per manbour plus 753 of direct
labor
	
costs	 for	 indirect	 field	 costs
(distributables). Table IV-46 presents the cost
breakdown of a system for 250 million Btu/hr
thermal output capacity.
• Operating and Maintenance. Annual operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at $350 per million Btu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
Construction and Installation Period
The construction and installation period required for the heat
source is expressed as a function of the system thermal output
capacity by the following equation:
M =	 C	 x 27
200
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where M is equal to construction and installation period in
months and C is equal to system thermal output capacity in
million Btu/hr.
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Figure IV-41 VARIATION OF THERMAL EFFICIENCY WITH PERCENT LOAD FOR THE
ORAL FIRED PFB, 1100 F HOT GAS GENERATOR
s0	 Ie0
	
i si0	 2"	 260
THERMA L OUTPUT (MILLIOII 6TUMR)
Figure I V•42 VARIATION OF DESIGN POINT THERMAL EFFICLENCY WITH DESIGN
POINT OUTPUT FOR THE COAL FIRED PFB, 1800 F HOT GAZ GENERATOR
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TABLE IV-44
COAL FIRED PRESSURIZED FLUIDIZED BED, 160OF HOT GAS GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(250 MILL ICN BTU/HR)
stream Flowrate Temperature PressureSys (1b/hr) (Fl (nsial
1 954,000 740 220.0
2 254,000 740 "10.0
3 278,000 1650 210.0
4 278,000 1640 200.0
5 700,000 740 220.0
6 700,000 1575 200.0
7 978,000 1600 2C0.0
8 23,600 59 14.7
9 8,200 59 14.7
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TABLE IV-45
ORAL FIRED PRESSURIZED FLUIDIZED BED, 160OF HOT GAS GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Combustion Product Predicted Rate
Gas Emissions llb /million Bt u1
Sulfur Dioxide 1.2
Nitrogen Oxides 0.2
Hydrocarbons trace
Carbon Monoxide 0.04
Particulates 0.001
Wastes Discharged
Water (Blowdown)	 0
Dr/ Solids	 33.0*
wet Solids	 0
Water Required
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water)	 0
Steam Required (50 psig, 300F Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 0
*Bed spent dolomite is not reclaimed.
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TABLE IV-46
COAL FIRED PRESSURIZED BED, 60OF HOT GAS GENERA T OP
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(250 MILLICN BTU/HR)
ITEMS	 DOLLARS
Equipment
Furnace	 2,100,000
Particulate Removal (cyclone)
	 53,000
Other Equipment
	 1,198,000
Civil /Structural
	 84,000
Piping/Instrumentation
	 335,000
Total Equipment and Materials
	 3,770,000
Direct Installation Labor (@ $14/MH)
	 1,340,000
Indirects (D 75% of Direct Labor)
	 1,.005,000
Total Field Construction Cost
	 6,115,000
(Mid- 1978 Dollars)
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CASE 14
INDUSTRIAL WASTE HEAT, 95OF STEAM GENERATOR
The waste heat boiler system, shown in Figure IV-44, is a current
technology heat source which recovers the beat from hat gas
produced by an industrial process to generate high pressure, 95OF
steam and low pressure, 30OF steam. The design and operating
characteristics of the system are as follows.
Character's tics
• Horizontal gas flow u..niit with top supported
vertical tubes
• Finned tubes for superheater, boilers, and
economizers
• Bypass stack and associated damper
• Induced drat fan compensates for system pressure
loss
• Separate feed water pumps for high and low pressure
steam systems
• Reducing valve for low pressure steam
Design Point Performance
• Thermal output - 250 million Btu/hr
• Working fluid conditions
Inlet - 10 psig, 240F water
Outlet - 1200 psig, 95OF steam (82% of output)
50 psig, 30OF steam (18% of output)
• Thermal efficiency - 53%
Overating_Pazameters
Table IV-47 gives the flowrate, temperature and pressure of each
of the major streams in the system. The stream numbers are
identified on the system schematic diagram. other operating
parameters are as follows:
• Industrial waste gas - 1000F combustion products
from natural gas burned with 10% excess air; low
particulate loading. (395.6 Btu/lb of total heat,
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equal to sensible heat, ref. 59F, plus latent heat
of moisture)
• Minimum temperature difference across 	 heat
exchanger - 30F
Permissible Rancre of 02gration
The part power performance of the system is dependent on the
industrial process which supplies the hot gas stream.
Effect v: Capacity on Efficiency
The system design point efficiency is independent of system
thermal output because gas inlet , and outlet conditions are
constant and variation in radiation loss is negligible.
Auxiliary Power Reauiement
Electric power is required for the induced draft fan and boiler
feed water pumps. The power requirement is 3.4 kWe per million
Btu/hr.
E nvi r onmg nt a l Intrusion
Table IV-48 gives the
and atomizing steam
expressed in pounds
input to the system.
process hot gas so
boiler.
wastes discharged and requirements of water
for the heat source system.	 Data are
of material per million Btu gross energy
Stack gas emissions are dependent on the
,irce and are not effected by the waste heat
Flexibility and Reliability
This current technology heat source for non-cogeneration
applications represents a baseline system to which the advanced
technology cogeneration heat sources will be compared. 	 Its
characteristics are as follows.
•	 Fuel Flexibility.
(Not applicable)
• Transition to Coal or Coal DErived Fuel.
(Not applicable)
• Operational Flexibility. The unit may be operated
from 20^ to 110110 of design thermal output. The
I - 14')
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pact power performance is dependent on the
industrial process which supplies the hot gas
stream.
• Retrofit Ig Existina Plants. Retrofit potential is
good for process plants exhausting clean hot gas.
Space requirements are low and the system does not
have special operational or safety problems.
• Retrofit of Technology Advancements. No applicable
technology advancements have been identified.
Siting Flexibility. The siting requirements are
similar to those typical of an industrial plant.
Rail access is required for construction. Water
must be available for boiler feed water makeup.
However, the system has no special requirements
which will influence siting flexibility.
Potential Reliability. Reliability has been shown
historically to be high. Multiple units can be
used to increase reliability without large cost
penalties because capital and operating costs are
relatively insensitive to unit size.
$p aS&_gg4 girements
The area and volume requirements for the heat source system are
expressed as a function of the system thermal output capacity by
the following equations,
Area (sq ft)	 = 25C
Volume !cu ft) = 14000
where C is equal to the system thermal output capacity in million
Btu/hr. The area and volume requirements do not include the
exhaust stack.
Mai nt enanc a and Overhaul
Scheduled maintenance and overhaul frequencies for the beat
source system and the associated planned outages are as follows.
	
Maintenance	 Overhaul
Interval
	 12 months	 60 months
Planned Outage Required	 1 week	 4 weeks
•
•
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Capital and Oxoeratina Costs
• Capital Cost. Figure IV-45 shows field
construction costs versus thermal output for the
heat source system. The costs are broken down into
equipment and material cost and installation costs.
Installation costs include direct installation
labor at $14.00 per manhour plus 75% of direct
labor costs for indirect field costs
(distributables). Table IV-49 presents the cast
breakdown of a system for 250 million Btu/hr
thermal output capacity.
• Oaeratina and Maintenance. 	 Annual operating and
maintenance costs for the system exclusive of fuel
costs are estimated at $175 per million Btu/hr
design thermal output capacity of the heat source.
Construction and Installation Period
The construction and installation period required for the heat
source is expressed as a function of the system thermal output
capacity by the following equation:
M = C	 x 19
200
where M is equal to construction and installation period in
months and C is equal to system thermal output capacity in
million Btu/hr.
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TABLE IV-47
INDUSTRIAL WASTE HEAT, 950F STEAM GENERATOR
OPERATING PARAMETERS
(250 MILLICN BTU/HR)
Stream F lowrate Temperature
N umbel t lb/hr 1 (F)
1 16190,000 1000
2 1,190,000 300
3 211,000 240
4 1640000 240
5 162,000 950
6 47,500 240
7 47,000 304
8 47,000 300
P re s sure
14.7
14.5
25.0
1365.0
1215.0
85.0
69.0
65.0
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TABLE IV-48
INDUSTRIAL WASTE HEAT RECOVERY, 95OF STEAM GENERATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION
Predicted Rate
Mack Gas Emissions	 (lb/million Btu)
Sulfur Dioxide
Nitrogen Oxides
Hydrocarbons
Carbon Aonoxide
Particulates
Wastes Discharged
Water (Blowdown)	 4.7
Dry solids	 0
Wet Solids	 0
Water Required
(Exclusive of Boiler Feed Water)	 0
Steam Required (50 psig, 30OF Condition)
Fuel Atomizing	 0
*Dependent on the process hat gas source.
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Figure IV-35 VARIATION OF THERMAL EFFICIENCY WITH PERCENT LOAD FOR
THE ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED, 1050 F STEAM GENERATOR
THERMAL OUTPUT (MILLION BTU/HR)
Figure IV -36 VARIATION OF DESIGN POINT EFFICIENCY WITH DESIGN POINT
OUTPUT FOR THE ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED, 1050 F STEAM GENERATOR
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TABLE IV-49
INDUSTRIAL WASTE HEAT RECOVERY, 950F STEAM GENERATOR
FIELD CONSTRUCTION LAST
(250 MILLICN BTU/HR)
DOLLARS
Equipment
Furnace (incl. boiler and economizer) 1,540,000
Other Equipment	 45,000
Civil/Structural	 17,000
Piping/Instrumentation	 105,000
Total Equipment and Materials	 1,707,000
Direct installation Labor (@ $14/MH) 	 340,000
Indirects (1 75S or Direct Labor)	 255,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 2,302,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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C. THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE
1.0 INTRODUCTION
SIi1llllta11C0LIS production of electrical and useful thermal energy Icogenerationl offers the
possibility of vast savings in national energy consumption. It ha:; be-fn estimated that enemy savings
equivalent to $.1 million barrels of oil per day are achievable through .onver%ion of both the
industrial sector and the municipal private sectors to cogeneration tReference 41. inheren' in this
estimate is the assumption that energy can he stored when the demand for electric energy _:,uses the
production of more thermal energy than the need and retrieved from -J^%;,,, wfien the demand
e\seeds the production.
For a given industrial site. the jhility to purchase electricity from the utility grid and sell back
surplus production introduces a h ost of alternate strategies to be evaluated in the design of a
cogeneration system. It is the purpose of the study reported herein to assemble sufficient dat:l
concerning the operation. efficiency, and cost of thermal energy storage systems so that their
potential role in conjunction with cogeileratioil systetlls call be assessed. A Wide variety of industrial
systems is to be analyzed which precludes optimizing the thermal storage system fur any parti;.Ilar
case. Presented then is relati\ely gencrllized data \which will not necessarily rt., , resent tale hest
design fora given case but will. hopefully. n()t miss the mark by far for any case.
Two parameters upon which :I given energ y storage system desi g n will most heavily depend are i i
the tl(lid by which the energy is transported and 2) the t mperatLire at which the ener gy is av:liLhle.
It is aSsUrned that the carrier I1LI;J h\ which energy will be supplied to the process from stora g e is
t he same as that sl.Ipplying .-nerun to sl/1ral:e. A .:rtain temperature dltleren; I ' hetl\een Oiler,_'\
slll I p110d to storage and ener gy withdrawn ircim storage i11IISt he allciwahle. In gcneral. the star:ICO
detlsrt\ 113tH tt `) alld the Specific cost (\ Btu stored I are str011 g tllllctI011S Of this ,ll^c)\\.lhle
lt:nlperattlre difference. higher allo%v,thle tenlperatllre dliferenceS \ Ielding, high st()r:1,1c clensltles ,Ind
ll) \\er specltic clht,. ^\i(Icll Of the OptlillilAio n prc)ccss !^)r a spet;illL :jppllcatimi Ill\()1\es the
(rade c )i1 between the undesirahle fuss t)t :t`,:Illandit\ c)t the eilenn slc!rOd and the cleslr.& I t' lil,_'ner
,tc)raZe dellsli\ and de;reascd cost.
 sI'ectrum g roin
	
140 tc) i.()0()1'F !s It) he cc)A^efCtl. i() .IAt)Id Over^''n.1a11Iin1.' ?i'.
stklra
.,!e sy stern, this ;rectruni IS dlvlded Into five catc g ories termed "!'ms	 TA)le IV- 4I ) hst, th;
IV Ill pef:l(IIre spills. IIic Iluid ^arrief.	 he scli;iOd s  )f:1:!O 'hla It , rl.11 .Illd —)IlLllall1O!1( 	 .Illd .l 1.111'; c)11
sllppl\-\\'Ittdr.mal tOinI)t:i(,Ire dlticrR'n,'e I \ I l i :A ))1 :llrrc'IlI I'r.1.IltL'
]Ile	 .irimi, e!ncr'1\	 Ille,ltls Il,l \O h_';I1 sele:let.t for .1 r'lati\;1\ \\ell dCvJoped liiililtilmn
st,ltlls Ill I11USl cases s() 111.11 .I hivii c l e'rOe ()i .mindeiwe 1t)r ,ippli, ahility In the I tl ^.` lhrc)lIL'il ^t)!I!
tillle 11.11110
	
As ,t I re J.
I IV, -IIS9
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2.0 INFLUENTIAL PARAMETERS FOR STORAGE SYSTEM DESIGN
The most influential variables for storage system design may be listed as 1) supply temperature, Z)
fluid carrier, and 3) input-output temperature difference. In addition, however, the overall system
size, the value of energy saved, and the duration of the fill (charge) and drain (discharge) cycles may
have a strong bearing upon the particular optimum storage system. In an attempt to avoid
overgeneralization, the five "bin" matrix of systems was chosen and appropriate fluid carriers and
input-output temperature differences selected consistent with current practice. This allows the
nominal selection of an energy storage medium and containment method. These selections may not
be appropriate for very large systems.
2.1 SYSTEM SIZE EFFECTS
Figure IV-46 presents the effect of storage container size upon the cost of variot:s storage con-
tainers. The same data, replotted as specific cost (S/cubic foot) is included in Figure IV47. Data
from several sources for several containment means are shown. A. B, and C are the storage system
costs predicted in Reference 2 for prestressed cast iron vessels at 10 MPa (" 1,450 Asia). 6 MPa (80
psia), and 1 MPa (145 psia) respectively. The discontinuity in the slope of these curves is a result of
differing mechanisms for peak stress buildup. In larger vessels, the cylindrical wall thickness is
controlled by the hoop stresses. while in smaller vessels, local stresses in the vicinity of the insula-
tion pads predominate. (Insulating pads space the tension members, called "tendons", away from
the hot vessel itself.) Note that only for very large systems in excess of 10 5 cubic feet does the
specific cost (Figure IV-4,) yield a constant value. The data for curve B are fit to within 1 percent
b y
 the following relationship:
SC = 333 .S405 + 4.h,2(, \ 10 5 V-1
where:
SC = specific cost in 1974 ti ft=
=	 volutnlc 111 tt3
Pressore effects art dlSCUssed in paragraph '.:.
Item D in Figures IV-46 and IV-47 represents the span of cost e timates for a 10 6 _al day heat
storage well from Reference 4. The shaded area represents the same well used at ies> than full
capacity. The cost estimate includes all required auxiliar: systems Including pumps, piping, and a
cleat exchanger to isolate the source water from the _round water thereby avoidin g, potential
Questions of coiltaminatlon. The system Is estimated to be apph,;ahlc to tcnlperature ,, a^, hi g h a`
400O F (pressure of _2 50 psia) throu g h appropriateiI deep well-
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Items E and F in Figures IV-46 and IV-47 represent recent supplier quotes obtained for Reference
5. Item E is for an insulated low pressure welded steel tank with acid resistant lining and item F is
for the bare tank alone. If one follows the procedure rexmmended in Reference 3 for estimating
system costs from component costs, the system costs will be roughly three times the major part
cost. This will show a cost advantage for the aquifer system ( D) for systems larger than tike 1.3 .x
105 ft 3 /day (l06 gal) system.
Items G and H are the recommendations of Reference 3 for 15 and 150 psia welded stee! tanks
errected on-site. Actual data has been increased by 58 percent to account for inflation from the
given 1970 data to the desired 1977 data. These are included due to Reference 3's posi,ion as a
standard reference work in this field; items E and F probably represent rnore realistic bounds to
current-day price;.
2.2 EFFECTS OF PRESSURE LEVEL ON SPECIFIC STORAGE COST
Selection of water as the carrying fluid links system supply temperature with system pressure
through the saturation characteristic. In Figure IV-48, the saturation pressure of water is shown as a
function of system temperature. The temperature ranges of the five "bias" are noted. Pressure
ranges for various containment means are indicated along the orrinate. Figure IV-49 presents the
specific cost ($/Btu) of the major system hardware against system temperature. To convert these
data to installed-operational system costs, a multiplier between 2.5 and 3.0 may be applied per
Reference 3.
The effect of an increase in system design pressure. with all else unchanged. yields an increase in
storage system wall thickness, hence an increase in the thermal storage effect of the vessel itself. The
latter effect is significant. Reference 1 showing the increase to be as high •,ts 45 percent at higher
pressures. While mitigating the increased price of the storage system. the energy storage effect of the
vessel does not completely compensate, hence the specific cost i5 per Btu stored) increases with
increasing pressure.
Open vats ( free surface insulated by various tloatin g means such as glass microt:pheres, styrofoam
beads. etc.) are suitable storage means up to a partial pressure of roughly 13 psia (-- 2000 F). Ahove
this level, evaporation loss prevention he::omes very significant. Welded steel tanks are cost
competitive down to perhaps 5 or 6 psia partial pr•_^ssure. The slight additional :o^i of i welded tank
over a vat for the lower temperature regime of bin 1 will, in many cases (i.e . hoiler feed water
storage) be justified throu gh the requirement to maintain the water in a deaerated condition.
Welded steel tanks are therefore selected as the nominal containment means for hin 1. recognizing
that somewhat less expensive means may be allowable in some specific cases. For very large systems.
aquifer storage wi11 show a cost edge for systems at pressures less than 250 psia +supply temperature
less than 400 1)F) as mentioned in paragraph 2.1 .
In Figure 1V-49, the specific cost of water stored in pressurized steel tanks is shown as shaded area C.
It is assumed for this calculation that the water would he sewered if not stored. and that makeup
water would he heated to the desired temperature from porible supply. The temperature 0I this
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SATURATION PRESSURE OF WATER (AND CONTAINMENT REGIMES)
AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
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SPECIFIC COSTS OF HARDWARE COMPONENTS
AS A FUNCTION OF STORAGE TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE (°F)
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supply is taken as 52 0 F, representative of a reasonable national average, from Reference 7. The
decrease of specific storage cost with storage temperature for this case represents the increase in
energy which would have to be ached to make up water to achieve the higher temperature. The
decrease in density of the stored water with increasing storage temperature, while accounted for, is
not a strong effect. The lower bound for the shaded area is for very large systems.
The temperature range of the second bin yields a pressure range from atmospheric through 67 psia.
A welded steel tank is the most likely choice for containment in this regime. Again, aquifer storage
may be indicated for very large systems. In Figure IV-49, the specific storage cost is shown as tine B.
A temperature difference between supply and demand of 60 O F was used above 272 0F. Below
272 0F it is assumed that saturated steam at atmospheric pressure is the system output.
For bin number three, the regions of welded steel tanks and prestressed cast iron vessels (PCIV)
o-erlap. A clear cost advantage for the former exists for the lower range; a clear cost advantage for
the latter exists for the higher range. Further complication in the selection of an energy storage
system arises for bin number 3 as phase change materials may show a cost advantage in the upper
temperature portion of this bin in the time frame of interest. It is recommended that the analysis
for bin 3 be based upon a PCIV steam accumulator operating in the varying pressure mode to avoid
excessive computational complexity. In Figure IV-49 the appropriate line for the third bin is labeled
A. This curve is based upon the data of Reference 2 and assume, a 100 o F temperature difference
from input to output. It should be noted that this is an upper limit for such a system, as zither
thermal stresses in the cast iron vessel or loss of tension in the tendons may result from rapid
discharge through lar ger temperature changes.
The fourth bin covers situations where steam is available for storage at a temperature between 500
and 7000 F. Saturation pressure at these temperatures varies from 680 to 3.100 psia. Varying-
pressure. steam-:accumulator technology has been selected as the nominal ener gy storage means for
this bin. At these pressure levels. PCIV is likely to show a cost ben<fit over welded steel tanks. The
specific cost of this item is shown on Figure IV-49, item A. The allowable temperature change is
again taken at 100o F; with the effect of temperature being to the minus one lower, i.e., halving the
allowable temperature difference doubles the specific storage cost. It is very likely that ,orne form
of phase change material will be used to augment the steam, water stora ge at higher pressures. The
higher storage density attainable with molten salt storage is alread y competitive with high pressure
steam stora ge as shown by items F1 and F2. Th_• se are the cost of the salt itself in the Comstock
and Wescott \a0H storage system (Reference h) and the overall system cost for that s} ,ern
( Reference 10), Many eutectics are known with fusion temperatures in this region ) Reference `) lists
7 24). although most of the development work is being done with somewhat higher temperature
materials as shown in the group labeled G -- a number of 1 nonlithium) alkali metal chlorides
(Rcferenc. h). Generally. a eutectic with an appropriate fusion temperature ma y contain a large
fraction of one Of the salts shown in G plus an appropriate amount of lithum salt. Lithum salts are
._enerally more expensive than other alkali metal .alts as ,hOWn h} item D (lithium bromide) and
item E ( lithium hydroxide). Hence. the overall storage material cost for PCM augmented systems in
the desired temperature ranee will likely fill ,omewhat aiv»e the G region. The selection of a ,alt
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for any specific design must trade off cost against storage density, corrosiveness, safety in handling
(small amounts of nitrate salts may be tolerable), etc. In an attempt to preguess the result of these
trade-offs over the entire region, a system cost midway between F  and F2 would appear achievable
in very large quantities by the 1985 to 2000 time period.
This broad brush approach, yielding 5 x 10-3 $/Btu stored in molten salt (item H, Figure IV-49), is
as representative an estimate as is feasible using currently available information. An accuracy of
+100%/-50°/o for this figure could be applied to yield high confidence levels. Line I on Figure IV-49
represents an estimate of the combined system cost of PCIV steam storage incorporating submerged
encapsulated PCM storage in the higher pressure regime. The line is fit by the relationship:
Specific cost (
—L) = 7.5 x 10-4 e
3.337 x 10-3 T
where T is degrees F.
The fifth bin is characterized by an energy supplied in gas at a temperature between 700 and
1,O000F. It is assumed that the gas properties are similar to air. The pressure level is not specified;
however, it is assumed that near ambient pressures will prevail. Item J shows the predicted specific
cost of energy stored as sensible energy in a solid medium, nominally high MgO brick, for the
medium alone (comparable to items D, E, F, and G). Item J2 shows the predicted overall system
cost (comparable to items A, B, C, F2, and H). Alternate solid materials which may show an
advantage over this system for specific sites are I ) taconite (iron ore) pellets and 2) native rock.
Unknown site specific parameters which could effect the overall system design signi;icantly include
supply gas stream cleanliness and the rate at which the system is to be charged and discharged. The
latter effect is particularly important for this type energy storage due to the inherent temperature
differences required within the solid shapes (bricks. pellets, irregular masses) to effect heat transfer
from and to the surface.
In summary, the recommended factors by which to assess the cost of storage within the bins are
accumulated in Table IV-51 along with several important properties and parameters which lead to
its calculated value.
2.3 SYSTEM FOOTPRINT
The floor space :equired for an energy storag% system is a cost item in that its utility is lost for
other (profit making) ventures. The effect is not included in the specific cost data furnished in
paragraph 12 and will be covered under parallel investigation to that herein reported.
System footprints are a direct function of system size ( aquifer storage excepted). , kll systems
recommended for the baseline investigation are vertical axis cylinders. Through a knowledge of the
length to diameter ratio ( L/D) and the total encrey to be stored, the required area (A) may he
found.
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V 2/3
A a 0.9226 (L/D)
The required volume is the quotient, total energy to be stored divided by the storage density from
Table 1V-51.
The length to diameter ratio for a vertical axis cylindrical storage vessel tends to be limited at the
high end by the bearing properties of the earth below the site. The desire to minimize surface area
to reduce heat losses (andlor insulation costs) tends to yield aspect ratios of the order of unity
when footprint costs are low. For higher pressure vessels, hoop stress considerations urge the design
towards very high aspect ratios. For a given design, data will exist by which these competing effects
can be arbitrated. Table IV -52 shows the L/D ratios assumed.
Table IV-52
ASSUMED STORAGE VESSEL
LENGTH /DIAMETER RATIOS
Sin
No.	 L/D
1	 4.0
5.75
3	 5.75
4	 5.75
5	 1.0 to 1.^5
L/D's for bins 2. 3, and 4 are the data of Reference 2. A somewhat lower tigure is suggested for Bin
1 to limit the hydrostatic head to values consistent with "unpressurized" welded steel tanks. The
brick enclosure recommended for Bin 5 is recommended at a relatively low L/D of less than 2 for
two reasons. The first of these is earthquake resistance. The second is that for longer system.
parasitic power will rise unless the fraction of void space is increased. Increasing the void fraction
(50 percent assumed) requires progressively larger systems defeating the purpose of a greater L,'D.
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3.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The following paragraphs describe the 5 energy storage systems appropriate for the five temperature
bands. in all cases, the system round trip efficiency is limited not by engineering principles but
rather by economic inputs. Hence, thermal losses from the storage container and its associated
piping or ductwork can be decreased with the application of additional insulation. Depending upon
the volume of energy at the time of actual construction, the most cost-et^ective investment in
insulation can be defined. A similar situation exists in the tradeoff between pipe (duct I size and
parasitic power requirements. In a general survey such as the one herein reported, recourse is had to
generalized current practice.
3.1 HOT WATER STORAGE
A schematic hot water storage system is presented in Figure IV-50. Retrofit considerations are
simplified through a system design incorporating a single break / tie-in to existing supply lines.
3.1.1 Instrumentation and Control Systems
As lint water demand decreases, the supply line pressure will increase. Sensin g the increased pressure
opens the stora ge system fill valve. Increa:^ing demand will decrease the supply line pressuree
activating the tank discharge valve and pump. Liquid level senors guard against overfilling and
against reducing the liquid level to the point where gas is in'roduced into the supply line..*, simple
burst diaphragm guards the tank against overpressure from unforeseen system malfunctions.
3.1.2 Development Status
S y stem; of this type have heen used industriall y for many y ears. A conllllon application allows
increa,ed peak hailer ,team Output throtlgll the storage of preheated feedwater heated during low
detllatld periods.
3.1.3	 Parasitic Power
\ezlechng the \cry ;light electrical re(Juirenlents of the pressure ;eosin_ \aloe;. the t)nl\ power
required b y the system is that to drive the pump. This occurs onl y
 during dIsciargc portion of the
:y:le. .\„llllililL, tllat the \;telll :all he :lose c011pled to e\i,tII11! piping. Lar g e pipe; :all he ,ele:led
,it ;1 nlinimunl cost penalt y restdting In minimal parasitic power requirement,.
For e\,imple. ,I ,ystelll dell\erim-, water at 170 () (- (tlle itlld teil)peritlire i)I Bltl 11 at 1.15 \ 105
11,, hr ,a\ es 12: . ol Btu !h. hence deli\cring 1.42 \ 10 . Btu hr. \\ith i pi{ .)ing s%stenl effecti\el y I(iil
I'eet Ion_ and : inches in diameter. a pump power of 1-I " horsepower 1, required. The rata) of
par.l,itl: po\\er to iller_L'1 Jell\er'd is 0.000-'-, the pipe dialile'er io -( in: ► le, de: cease,
the rL!(jmred power h\ .1 ta:tor of it\e. It I, reeoininended that pari,ll!i 11mver requireinent, of this
rV-171
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BIN NO. 1 — HOT WATER STORAGE
ENERGY STORAGE SUBSYSTEM SCHEMATIC
• SUPPLYIDEMAND MEDIUM WATER
• STORAGE MEDIUM WATER
• TEMPERATURE RANGE 140 to 212OF
• 09VE LOPMENT STATUS IN USE
29012-85
HOT	 HOT
WATER	 WATER
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3.1.4 Thermal Losses and Round Trip Efficiency
irrespective of the fill-drain cycle, the storage system will maintain a high temperature inner wall 24
hours per day. Losses then on a 24-hour time frame must eventually be withdrawn from the stored
liquid. For a cylindrical tank with a length (L) to diameter (D) ratio of 4. the surface area to volume
ratio is 4.50 D- 1 . Taking a nominal storage temperature of 1760F, an ambient of 70 0F, and an
insulation conductivity typical of inexpensive, available materials at 0.023 Btu;ft- O F-hr (glass wool).
the energy lost as a fraction of the energy capacity may be found as a function of the product of
insulation thickness (b) and tank diameter 1 D).
Energy lost	 0.0353
Energy capacity	 Db
where:
D	 =	 tank diameter in feet
b	 =	 msulJtiorl thickness in feet
This calculation ignores the resistance to heat tran , f:r of the inner tank-fluid interface, the tank
will itself. and the outer insulation-:fir interface and 	 Zhu, conservative.
A 10-foot diameter tank with a 1'2 foot insulation I-,IJnket } g elds a predicted tank thermal loss less
than i percent.
Close coupled piping systems yield additional berlefi!s in reduced thermal losses as well as tnininlal
parasitic power. Paying close attention to insulation at hends and elhows. coupled \with preser,t
pipin g insulation practice. can limit losses to less than i percent of tht. energy carried. thus .111
o%crall thermal loss I. ,s than " percent and a round trip efficiency of "n percent are Jchievahle
parameters tnr this t y pe of sti stem.
3.2 LOW PRESSURE STEAM STOR 1GE
A schematic of a low to inedlum pressure steam storage system is pres:nied in Figure I%' 1 . Steam
Is shown supplied from a pressure tap in a turhine: however. Jiiv ste'1m source of oodles\"11at Ill, her
teinperatUre and pressure than the low pressure stearn demand will sUlflce
SteJI11 Is led !1110 the
	
distrll".itioil do\'1le \\here It o.:ondcnscs. transti'rrint_ its :ilerg\ to
\w.ltcr. Wir er tcinperat Lire is raised t o the sJtllratlotl telnj !Cr3tLlrc of the stor .14c "Iciil
pressure. He;lce the lna,or ailiount of stored cis:.- uN is in the enthalpy of the saturated \%Jter. I_ poll
LICiIIJlld. :l decrease in the storage prClsUre results in J larve illasS of superheated water. J 1r,icticn Ott
\lush ',will dash 1t1 steam verve rapidly. the latest heat of vaporiiation heing drmn ro^nl the
r':nl.fining liquid until atur.16011 c lndlti In .1t the 11,W hressuri is reached.
3.2. 1 	 hi%trumentation and Control System%
I)C^R:ISIII" demand for low-pressure steaill I-,, sensed h\ Ilse increasing Illle prc sure. bills IL'a.d is
uscd !o o pen the steam fop line from the tl:ihllle .g ild nml	 Also 1) :Irtiall\ Josc the ill.lin sle.flll
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BIN NOS. 2 & 3 — LOW TO MEDIUM PRESSURE STEAM STORAGE SYSTEM
ENERGY STORAGE SUBSYSTEM SCHEMATIC
• SUPPLY/DEMAND MEDIUM	 STEAM
• STORAGE MEDIUM	 WATER
• TEMPERATURE RANGE
• DEVELOPMENT STATUS
STEAM
SUPPLY
212 to 300o F& 300 to 5000F
IMPROVED PRESSURE
VESSELS IN DEVELOPMENT
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demand line. Increased demand for steam is sensed by a low steam line pressure and opens the line
from the storage system. Venturi flow limiters are arranged both in the accumulator discharge line
and in the burst diaphra_m device. These devices limit the steam flow to tolerable levels in the case
of line rupture, as the inherent response of these devices tc lowered pressure is extremely rapid.
3.2.2 Development Status
The technology of low and medium pressure steam accumulators was developed in the 1910 to
1920 time frame. A steam storage installation of a quarter of a million gallons was developed in
1921. The technology is thus well developed.
3.2.3 Parasitic Power
Other than the slight electrical needs cf the valves and instrumentation, there is no parasitic power
required by these systems.
3.2.3 Thermal Losses
Thermal losses from this ty pe of system are manifested by a reduced s} stem pressure. Frequently a
slight steam bleed is arranged to make up the thermal loss. If the charge-discharge cycle is of
24-hour duration, then losses occurring over the entire cycic must be charged against the storage
c apacity . Analy sis similar to that of paragraph 2.1.4 yields a surface area to Volume ratio of 4.348
D- 1 for a cylinder with a le p gth to diameter ratio of 5 . 7 5. At the mid hin tenlperatUre of -'5;, o F, a
discharge demand temperature of 21 2 0 F.  and an ambient temperature of 7 0c F, the relationship
between energy loss (as a fraction of energy stored), tank diameter. and insulation thickness is
found as:
Heat lo ,,t	 O.I
Heat stored	 Dh
%w here
D	 =	 diameter III
b	 =	 insulation thickness in fee;
10-t00t dlailletc'r tailk yvtth a 1 2 tcot 1"')ill lt!on M1111k:t	 1will;d t " 	j^^."^_';li k)"
l ie: da\. L.osse> tro p ; hlles and t!ttii:gS 111,1" 'inioullt to i-I	 per,Cilt V!elii'	 In e^ilni.l[Ctl (^^^^ ^)i
pe'rc'ent per clad\
	
le or i nwnd trip effl,.: \ o 1 05 percent.
3.- NV `)IUNI PRESSURE STEAM STOR WE
St%wriatically , the medium pr:sSUR ^te:1m ,tora2 t, '.'^IeTil ;,, ide.,iUtal to The !-v.-;,rc,,,'.ire \',ieti?
shown III FI°ure	 L Pres , llre levels for tl'iti i\'Nte'll M,I\" rail,'t.' ir<)ill ^)_ ;',l.l t o 	 h"f.l <<1leP a
,I
	 heel y eti ,,el cn] " }'.t (`: c hOSen for .t c1em_;i in T11C (',\ Tel „ I s e".;tare porLWn
prestressed :a`;t 'ro p 	iel will likely ,ho%k	 I c'oR Jd',ailla_e	 _'!;^^T tit 1110 r:ln,'e an^1 l^ ihU^
chosen , s ,he nominal ,, t I , ro lch.
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3.3.1 Instrumentation and Control Systems
Instrumentation and control systems differ from those described in paragraph 3.- 1 only in pressure
level.
3.3.2 Development Status
Technology for medium pressure steam storage is well developed. The prestressed cast iron vessel is
a relatively recent development, an outgrowth of research towards containment for high
temperature nuclear reactors. Original designs for this application used concrete rather than cast
iron for the vessel wall. The advantages of this system over welded steel vessels were ( Reference 2)
relative freedom from crack propagation, ease of errection on site, and the ability to contain higher
pressures through the use of high tensile materials for the tendons. The latter advant..ge is enhanced
through the ability to keep these members in a relatively low temperature environment.
Disadvantages of the prestressed concrete vessel arise from the relatively low strength of concrete,
shrinkage and creep effects in concrete, the possibility of pressurized cracks (in the event of a leak
in the liner, the effective radius of the pressure vessel increases, increasing the stress level), and
finally, the necessity to maintain the concrete at relatively low temperatures.
Substitution of cast iron for concrete in the vessel design is reported to alleviate all of these
disadvantages. A test vessel has been built in Germany and is under evaluation. No fundam ntal
reason which could prevent this technology from being available in the 1985 to 2000 time period
was located.
3.3.3 Parasitic Power
Other than the slight power requirements for instrumentation and valving, no electrical power is
required by the system.
3.3.4
The prediction of the relationship hetween insulation thickness and ves,el diameter is identical to
that for p ow pressure steam presented in paragraph 3.1 .4 c\cept it,, temperature levei. This. the
surface to volume ratio is 4.3aR D- 1 ..fit the mid range temperature of 400 1 F. a discharge d.mand
tempe rature of 300 O F (maXIIALlm allowa`;'e^ and an amhient temperature of -^O o F the relationship
between energy lost. tank diameter, and insulation thickness is found as
Fner¢v lost	 0.1 29 9
Energy ,tored
	 bD
where:
b	 =	 insu' , on thickness (ft)
D	 =	 vessel diameter (ft)
Thermal losses through the major ('cordon of the	 hnolrital	 .,,n !),' lin'Mt , d to -'-1
a I _' toot In,Ulation thickness I I 0-foot dla1T'etc: %c "„Ch_ beat	 '^Iro^udl the hrt,”"^ rL/C_1
•J-1'6
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insulation pads which support the tension members away from the vessel wall will represent the
major system loss. Referenc 2 suggests overall storage efficiencies of 0.7 to 0.85. As the nominal
pressure pressure range for those studies was somewhat above the maximum considered in tlus
"bin", the higher end of the range at 0.85 is suggested as a design figure.
3.4 HIGH PRESSURE STEAM STORAGE
Steam at 500 to 7000 is the energy source for this system. If saturated. this steam would be at a
pressure ranging from 680 to 3,_00 Asia. Stearn systems pressurized to levels above 1.500 psi
16000F saturation) uncommon, thin it is likely that the energy supplier in the upper
temperature half of this bin would be superheated steam. Prestressed cast iron vessels should S110W a
ven' si g nificant c-, st advantage over other containment means for these pressure levels by the 1985
to 2000 time period.
Superheated steam storage, per se, is not known. Either a very considerable loss in availability is
incurred in cooling and condensing at the available pressure or a very great expenditure in pumping
power is required to pressurize to the saturation pressure. A certain amount of superheating of
steam from an accumulator is possible by incorporating heat exchangers within the steam storage
system: however, the net energy output is the same as for a saturated steam delivery system. hence
the mass of steam delivered per unit volur.le of storage decreases.
The nominal sy stem chosen to cover this band is applicable to systems where saturated steam i,
available as it is very unlikely that a system designed to store the energy from superheated steam
would be cost effective. This system is presented schematically in Figure I%' -5 2. It is very similar to
that for low and medium pressure steam storage except that incorporation of one of the 111,111\
known molten salt eutectic storage systems is projected. E,sentiall\, the higher energ y sto)ra_,,e
densit y of these materials will allow ',I reCL1m, d :amount of enemy to he stored In It ,inaller pre„ure
vessel. Conceptually. the please change materia! ina y he encapsulated in ,uit.lill y inert cont,liner, and
,llhillef^_'ed In the pressure vessel. B y choosing ,ultal)lV' ,inall di.tnleter :t)I1taliler,, the 'de"lrCll
rC,pon,e lila\ he ,IChtc\'Cll. Problem, \\ith pha-, ,C1) .li';1I1 ) II a11d the pro Tres-lio n ()t tlle h(1(Iltl-10lld
Interface \Ch1C11 :urrentl% pi.i g ue lar"C-,,^ale molten ,alt ,\ ,teal` "In therCl)\ he	 r llni.'Cnted,
( liol,:, of the partlC1,1lar salt or salt eutectik will he ,pCcltic to e:1.11 in,tallation. The taimi% )i .11}:111
nlCtai )laude, relay provide ; SLlltahle elltectic cho i,:c for ni:m\ ,%stem, \\Itll III ,_hl')1on of
llE`a11 I1\ drO\IdC, ind ,maller a,nount, of :Ilkali metal :1rho1i:Itc, or nitr;tle, required In ,0111C ^.l,C,.
3.4.1
	
Instrumentation and Control Systems
The :ontrol sy stein for the 111g11 pre,,llre , treLiin ,iorige ,\stem , ,imd,ir to th,lt for 1o, \4 ilea
111CdMin pressure ,\,tern, e\^:ept that t temperature en,or indl^:ating the ,tatU, .)t the ph,l,e 1:11LIII%e
„i,,terr.11 ;na\ he rec.iircd to determine %lien the s\,Icni i, full y :har:ed.
3.4.' Development Status
Til. ^^Aerall te'_!l ^l l)lt)L\ for 	 ,tt`.:I L 
!^ll!, ) il 1 h	 ^l	 I ^,tClll t ) pc'ra tl n T^ at 1 . t ^I) 1), I i I _^^ .^ '	 ile - 1 ,C.1, _s,t1 ,I	 lC	 1 ti i l lc' .1, J
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BIN NO.4 — HIGH PRES&i `.E STEAM STORAGE SYSTEM
ENERGY STORAGE SUBSYSTEM SCHEMATIC
• SUPPLY/DEMAND MEDIUM	 STEAM
• STORAGE MEDIUM	 WATER & ENCAPSULATED PCM
• TEMPERATURE RANGE	 500 to 7000 F
STEAM	 • DEVELOPMENTSTATUS	 ENCAPSULATION IN DEVELOPMEN
SUPPLY
29012-87	 TV -1'1	 Figure IV-52
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for steam storage locomotion (Reference i). The maturation of cost-effective prestressed cast iron
vessel technology coupled with the riseing value of energy should result in a resurgent interest in
high pressure steam storage. Comments regarding the development status of PCIV's under paragraph
3.3.2 are equally pertinent here and need not be represented.
The status of molten salt energy storage techniques deserves some comment. The handling of many
types of these materials is well known throu gh their use in metal pressurization and heat treating
applications. Extension of this technology to the storage of thermal energy is receiving considerable
attention at the current time. No reasor, is foreseen why this technology should not be available in
the time of interest.
3.4.3 Parasitic Power Requirements
The slight electric power requirements for instrumentation nlay he neglected for high pressure
steam storage as well as medium and low pressure applications.
3.4.4
Major thermal losses from this system will arise through the insulating pads, similar to the :ase
described under paragraph 3.3.4. For high pressure applications. the lower of the round trip
efficiency calculations of Reference , at 70 percent should be used.
3.5 ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM FOR 700 TO 1.000 O F GAS (AIR)
Whereas man y sy stem-. are known w'llereh\ enerz\ fr0111 this source can he stored and retrieved, the
host cost competitive s y stem is likel y to he a packed lied of solid materia l . Reference I i present;
ail analysis :ompariniz, several eIler_uy , * orage means sized for a large ^oncentratlll!_' iOI..lr
collector-helium turbine sy stelll. A solid sensible stora w_e bed wa ,, cho,cn on the hasis ()[ .list in th.li
study. The study hvreirl reported differs lart_cl\' in pressu e le\cl i \er1' si^_niti^antl\ lo %eri. The
etle:t 01 tlllS dlllerell:e Upon the :Ost :,Il:LIIItionN will be to do reasc th< Ntora'_'C	 o)N1
tIir011Ull the lack of re^Illlrc nicnt Cor pre,suir17, d :011t:liI)I11'211t Gil 	 I!l, rc,;INe T t' :( , :,II , 'IIIi%	 0,1
td_e 10t'	 stora,_e to:llnll^Ue^.
	
>':heillatle of the 'iv>telll 1s presented In F1LT ure i^^-^?..^. sinLle entn into the	 du:t	 ')otil
'IN a :li.ir ,_e .ind 1l11C!l,iri 	 Mlle >lillt i llt\ i'1 L' the retrotlt lo g istl:i. 13I `\\:I	 i"C .ti7ailL'_''.I i l 1 )r	 ;\_C,1
hot ,L'r tllr) i ,_h thl,'	 fled Or draw' ambient air i la:k thr tq ,h t11e	 t
outt1ow dlre:tion In
	
;h iru ,
 ind d! :IlarLt: C1Udes IIIo%k'N the -)A,icill to hei1.I%C "olll 	 'I II IIkC I
:OLlllterllOw beill e\:ilail^er, [hCreh\ inlil1111171n1? the dltter;:n-e Ih'I\\CCn tllc MilrcritUrC )I
av:lilahle filr _IlarLmL, the hed and th"It supplied to the dc'llallli b y da:h:tr^einL the ! , ,:d I „enti,lliv .I
thermal fror.: panes dov%n the hed t"wards the v i%it during :har,_*inti rind hark ut) the red darn,'
dls:harLlne. ideal	 Ihl'se deA1: `. ile '_IIs tilerin.11 :;)11dU:tl;>n L'i tine , l v1.;1 hed I_Ilre:tlon.
IeillperaCUR dltlertL.e1 l` Illllil iii: I ZLOr,li': M,ItL' Jl	 11Ca1	 1'1 t he r.1dI1:51
R'sltit.lil^e	 11^ Ill'at trai'^t;r :Il	 ;..	 ^	 ^I;Ir;i'_	 ^ ';,._	 1__ .^^^.,	 t. r , 'iICL..	 _:I__^	 ^.AIt:?ill	 ii!C	 `l';I
TilU annul°.,I` \;:Ill,	 .l	 piail'.`	 .,.1\_	 tl'..'"1:'i.li	 :l)il(Iilillt\	 II.:..	 .1	 ,ICp	 (',IIi.II `iii	 I`a„I'l'	 II` _,..
1. n2d^)VA I1 Iii.' ^, e u ^(llflil" :ilar^_': ..Ind 	 ;^^ ;.l	 ,..,, .1	 t^^...
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BIN NO.5 — HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS STORAGE SYSTEM
ENERGY STORAGE SUBSYSTEM SCHEMATIC
• SUPPLY/DEMAND MEDIUM	 AIR
• STORAGE MEDIUM	 MAGNESIA BRICK
• TEMPERATURE RANGE	 700 to 10000F
• DEVELOPMENT STATUS	 IN USE
AIR	 AIR
SUPPLY	 DEMAND
CHARGE AND
DISCHARGE CONTROL TBS
?.9(112-88	 Figure IV-63
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Real bed effects modify the shape of this wave. The effect of radial conduction is to decrease the
temperature of the bed at the system perimeter and yielding a domed piston, shape for the thermal
wave. The other effects smooth out the discontinuity yielding a situation most easily visualized as a
series of isothermal planes of domed shape spaced one from another as a function of the degree of
resistance to heat transfer at the surface. the amount of axial conduction, the amount of turbulence
in the bed, and the temperature difference required to drive energy from the surface of each mass to
its center.
3.5.1 Instrumentation and Control System
A pressure difference in the ductwork will exist as a function of the supply and demand for the
energetic fluid. This may be considerably smaller for this system than for the ;team system but
should serve as a suitable indicator for a generalized description. Sensing this pressure difference for
other indications) serves to control power to both fans and valves. The valves are required to avoid
"short circuit" flow loops.
3.5? Development Status
Sy stems similar to this are currentl y in use in man y industrial situations. notabl y the chcckerwork
regenerators of the steel industry.
3.5.3 Parasitic Power Requirements and Thermal Efficiency
In any given design, system parasitic power, trades off against system thermal efficiency. With the
reversing flow charge-discharge mode, the major thermal loss occurs not from the radial conduction
losses. but when the temperature of the gas exhausted to ambient exceeds ambient temperature.
This will occur towards the end of the charging cycle as the first of the envisioned isotherms passes
the end of the storage bed. By making the bed long enou gh. this effect need n.e y er happen. The
penalty however. is that the fans 11;ust work against a higher pressure difference all the time. Hence.
the optinlLlm bed length will incorporate a fraction of storage matenal which does riot cycle
through the 11111 temperature swing of the hulk of the material.
Ba')ed LIp011 the retilllt^ of rece;lt rese.lrch %%ork not %c2t pL11 1 11`,11ed. the )pt1111L1111 %tati fOL111d at a bed
de l_Il !n,orporating het%y e,1n I` and 20 percen t more materml t1aC l%ould 1)c redUlred to ,Tort: the
enei_% a%allable. This -)%'steal rc(ILllred ,1 pLira , Itle pal%k':r of I 1'er,^ellt of tihc ener_L'y -,tt)red .lad
Opefaled it a round trig efflciviwy of KI) percent. These :Ire felt to be typlcalll achle%ah1C %,IILle",/
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS
Thermal energy storage systems have been analyzed for each of the five temperature spans
identified. The estimated round trip efficiencies and parasitic power requirements for these systems
are collected in Table IV-53.
Table IV-53
ESTIMATED STORAGE SYSTEM PARASITIC LOSSES AND EFFICIENCY,
AS A FUNCTION OF STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE
Temperature Round Trip
Bin Range Parasitic Power Efficiency
No. (OF) ( Ratioed to Energy Stored) (	 ►
1 140-212 2.7 x 10-4 98
2 212-300 0 95
3 300--500 0 85
4 500-700 0 70
5 700-1,000 0.02 80
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D. BALANCE OF RLANT SYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION
Section D contains deseziptions of the following fourteen balance
of ; lant systems:
SYSTEM
]UMBER
	
SYSTEM NAME
	
1	 Distillate oil storage and distribution system
	
2	 Residual oil storage and distribution system
	
3	 Coal storage and distribution system
	
4	 Limestone storage and distribution system
	
5	 Dry waste solids disposal system
	
6	 Wet -aste solids disposal system
	
7	 Sulfur dioxide scrubber system
	
8	 Hot gas cleanup system
	
9	 Boiler feedwater system
	
10	 Heat rejection system
	
11	 Electrical conditioning and control system
	
12	 Energy conversion system building
	
13	 Site preparation and development
	
14	 Energy conversion equipment installation
A descriptive section follows for each balance if plat system
including characteristics and, where appropriate, a diagram of
the system. Data are given as a function of system capacity.
The range of capacity considered was chosen to bracket the
systems expected to be required by the CTAS cogeneration plants.
Curves of the field construction cost variation with system
capacity are included for each balance of plant system, 1 through
11.  The costs are broken down into equipment and materials and
installation costs. Detailed breakdowns of the cost of systems
for design capacity are also provided for systems 1 through 11.
Operating and :laintenance Costs
The annual aperatinq and maintenance costs for the cogeneration
facility balance of plant can best be related to the type and
size of heat source used in the plant. The annual costs in
dollars per million Btu/hr of design thermal output capacity of
the heat source are as follow:
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Annual O&M Costs
Tyre of Plant
	 Dollars/Million Btu/Hr
oil-fired heat source	 117
Coal-fired heat source	 204
Coal-fired heat source with
sulfur dioxide scrubber 	 554
Coal-fired heat source with
hot gas cleanup system	 258
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SYSTEM 1
DISTILLATE OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The distillate oil storaqe and distribution system is shown
schematically in Figure IV--54. The system includes provisions
for the unloadinq, storage, and the distribution to the heat
source burner of petroleum or coal derived distillate fuel. 	 The
storage system is sized for a thirty day capacity.. design and
operating characteristics for distillate oil systems providing a
fuel flow equivalent to 50 million to 1200 million Btu/hr are
outlined below.
Characteristics
•	 Fuel	 65F unloading, transfer, and
delivery temperature
2.5 centistokes viscosity at 10OF
•	 Tanks 30 day storage tank capacity
24 hour day tank capacity
Carbon steel construction
4 in. fiberglass insulation
•	 Unloading Pumps Capacity to unload 48 hours of
burner fuel in fo^.r hours or less
•	 Transfer Pumps Capacity to fill the day tank
in f our hours or less
•	 Booster Pump Capacity designed for maximum
burner fuel consumption
•	 Piping Nominal pipe lengths are
included for all services.
Nunwer of Units Vi i:Maior Equipm rit Items
Fuel 'neat Rate	 NumLe r of
Item	 Million -)tu/hr 	 012eratinq Units
Storaqe Tanks	 <500
	
1
500 - 1000
	 2
> 1000
	
3
Day Tank	 <130	 0
>100
	
1
Unloading Purrs	 <100
	
1
100 - 1 000
	
4
> 1000
	 8
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Number of Units of Major Ecuipment Items (Cont'd.)
Fuel Beat Rate	 Number of
Item	 Million Btu/br	 Operating Units
Transfer Pumps	 <1000
	 1
>1000	 2
Booster Pump	 All Sizes	 1
Utility Recuirements
Electric power is required for the unloading, transfez, and
booster pumps. The auxiliary power requirement is 0.009 kwe per
million Btu/hr of fuel energy delivered.
Capital Costs
Figure IV-55 shows the field construction cost as a function of
the heat content of the fuel flow. The cost breakdown for the
design point fuel flow equivalent to 500 million Btu/hr is
presented in Table IV-54.
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TABLE IV-54
DISTILLATE OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(FUEL FLOW EQUIVALENT TO 500 MILLION BTU/HR)
ITEMS
	
DOLLARS
Equipment
Tanks	 221,000
Pumps	 21,000
Other
	
8,000
Civil/Structural	 56,000
Pi pi nq/ I nstr u^lie nt at i on 	 20,000
Total Equipment and Materials	 326,000
Direct Installation Labor (a@ $14/MH)	 33,000
Irdirects (@ 75% of Direct Labor)	 25,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 384,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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SYSTEM 2
RESIDUAL OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The residual oil storage and distribution system shown
schematically in Figure IV-56 includes provisions for unloading,
storage, and distribution to the heat source system of petroleum
or coal derived residual fuel. The storage system is sized for a
thirty day capacity. Design and operating characteristics for
system providing fuel flows equivalent to 50 to 1200 million
Btu/hr are as follows.
Characteristics
• Fuel	 10OF unloading temperature
150F circulating temperature
40 centistokes viscosity at 10OF
• Tanks	 30 day storage tank capacity
24 hour day tank capacity
Carbon steel construction
4 in fiberglass insulation
• Unloading Pumps Capacity -co unload 48 hours of
burner fuel in four hours or less
• Circulation Pump 10:1 for <100 million Btu/hr
Rates	 of delivered fuel energy
5:1 for 100 million to 500 million
Btu/hr of delivered fuel energy
2:1 for >500 million Btu/hr of
delivered fuel energy
• Booster Pumps	 Capacity desi gned for maximum
burner consumption
• Heaters	 Steam heating provided to
maintain specified operating
temperatures
• Piping	 Nominal pipe lengths are
included for all services.
Number of Units of Maior EQuicment Items
Fuel Heat Rate	 Number of
Item	 .Million Btu/hr	 Operating Units
Storage Tanks	 <500
	 1
500 - 1003	 2
>1000	 3
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Number of Units of Major Equipment_ Items (Cant' d. )
	
Fuel Heat Rate	 Number of
Item	 _„Million Btu/hr	 Operating Units
Day Tank	 <100 	 0
>100	 1
Unloading Pumps 	 <100	 1
100 - 1000	 4
>1000	 8
Circulating Pumps	 >1000	 1
>1000	 2
Booster Pump	 All Sizes	 1
Circulating Pump	 All Sizes	 1
Suction Heater
Trim Heater
	
All Sizes	 1
Utility Requirements
• Electric power 's required for the system pumps.
The power required is 0.2 kWe per million Btu/hr of
delivered fuel energy
• Low pressure, 30OF steam is required for the system
heaters. The steam energy required is 7000 Btu/hr
per million Btu/hr of delivered fuel energy.
Capital Costs
Figure IV-57 shows the field construction cost as a function of
the heat content of the fuel flow. The cost breakdown for the
design point f ue 1 flow equivalent to 500 million Btu/hr is
presented in Table IV-55.
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TABLE IV-55
RESIDUAL OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(FUEL FLOW EQUIVALENT TO 500 MILLION BTU/HR)
ITEMS
	
DOLLARS
Equipment
Tanks	 316,000
Heaters	 8,000
Pumps	 21,000
Other	 8,000
Civil /Structural	 56,000
Piping/ Instrumentation	 23.00
Total Equipment and Materials 432,000
Direct Installation Labor (& $14/MH)	 .33,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor) 	 25,000
Total Field Construction Cost 	 490,000(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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SYSTEM 3
COAL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The coal storage and distribution system is illustrated in Figure
IV-58. It includes provisions for coal unloading, stockpiling,
crushing and day storage prior to conveying to the heat source.
Design and operating characteristics of the coal systems
providing fuel flows equivalent to 50 million to 1200 million
Btu/hr are summarized below.
Characteristics
• Trackhoppers and unloading apron feeders located at
trackside
• Stacking conveyor with stacker
• Stockpile for 30 day live storage
• Reclaim feeder
• Transfer conveyor
• Double roll crusher
• Crushed coal conveyor and day bin conveyors
• Carbon steel day bins
• Belt type weigh feeders
• Includes foundations, structural steel, conveyor
supports, platf arms and walkways
•	 Dust collection system and fire safety system.
Number of Units of Major Equipment Items
Fuel Heat Pate	 Number of
Item	 :Million Btu/hr	 Operating_ Units
Trackhoppers and	 All Sizes	 1 Lot
Apron Feeders
Stacking Conveyor	 All Sizes	 1 Lot
and Stacker
Stockpile	 All Sizes	 1 Lot
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Number of (hits of Major Ecuipment Items (Cont'd.l
Fuel Heat Rate	 Number of
Item	 Million Btu/hr	 Operating Units
Reclaim Feeder	 50-600	 1
	
600-1200	 2
Transfer Conveyor	 50-600	 1
	
600-1200	 2
Double Roll Crushers	 50 -600	 1
	
600-1200	 2
Crushed Coal Conveyor 	 50-600	 1
	
600 -1200	 2
Day Bin Conveyors	 50-150	 1
	
150-400	 2
	
400-700
	
3
	
700-1000	 4
	
1000-1200	 5
Day Bins	 50-150	 1
	
150-400	 2
	
400-700
	
3
	
700-1000	 4
	1000-120 	 5
Belt Type Weigh Feeder 	 50-150	 1
	
150 -400	 2
	400 -700	 3
	
700-1000
	
4
	1000-120 	 5
Utility Requirements
• The electric power requirement for all drives in
the system is 0.07 kWe per million Btu/hr of
delivered fuel energy
aDital Costs
Figure IV-59 shows the field construction cost as a function of
the heat content of the fuel flow. The cost breakdown for the
design point fuel flow equivalent to 500 million Btu/hr is
presented in Table IV-56.
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TABLE IV-56
COAL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
FIELD CONSTFUCTION COST
(FUEL FLOW EQUIVALENT TO 500 MILLION BTU/HR)
ITEMS
Equipment
Bins
Conveyozs and Feeders
Other
Civil/Structu?al
Piping/Instrumentation
Total Equipment and Materials
Direct Installation Labor (@ $14/MH)
Indirects (, 75% of Direct Labor)
DOLLARS
95,000
701,000
586,000
3 00, 000
223,000
1,905,000
595,000
446,000
R	 Total Field Construction Cost 	 2,946,000
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SYSTEM 4
LIMESTONE STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The limestone storage and distribution system is illustrated in
Figure IV-60. It includes provisions for stockpiling, transfer
to day bins, and conveying to the heat source. It is assumed
that unloading equipment used for coal handling will be used for
unloading the limestone. Design and operating characteristics of
limestone systems providing 2000 to 60,000 lb/hr of stone are
summarized below. It is also assumed that the system required
for handling dolomite is similar to the limestone handling
system.
• Stockpile for 30 day live storage
• Reclaim feeder
• Transfer conveyor and day bin conveyors
• Carbon steel day bins
• Belt type weigh feeder
• Includes foundations, structural steel, conveyor
supports, platforms and walkways
• Dust collection equipment.
Number of Units of Maior Eguipment Items
Fuel Heat Rate	 Number of
Item
	 Million Btu/hr	 Operating Units
Stockpile	 All Sizes	 1 Lot
Reclaim Feeder	 2 -25
	 1
	
25-60
	
2
Transfer Conveyor	 2 -25
	 1
	
25-60
	 2
Day Bin Conveyors	 2-25	 1
	
25-60
	 1
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Number of Units of Maior Equipment Items (Cont' d1
Fuel Beat Rate	 Number of
Item	 Million Btu/hr	 Operating Units
Day Bins	 2-25	 1
	
25-60
	
2
Belt Type Weigh Feeder 	 2-25	 1
	
25-60
	
2
Utility Requirement
• The electric power requirement for all drives in
the system is 0.45 kWe per thousand lb/hr of
limestone supplied by the system.
Capital Cost
Figure IV-61 shows the field construction cost as a function of
system capacity. The cast breakdown for the design point flow of
24,000 lb/hr is presented in Table IV-57.
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TABLE IV-57
LIMESTONE STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(24,000 LE/HR FLAW)
ITEMS	 DOLLARS
Equipment
Bins	 50,000
Conveyors and Feeders	 391,000
Other	 289,000
Civil/Structural	 100,000
Piping/Instrumentation 	 157,000
Total Equipment and Materials	 987,000
Direct Installation Labor (a $14AAH)	 512,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor) 	 384,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 1,883,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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SYSTEM 5
DRY SOLIDS WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM
The dry solids waste disposal system, shown schematically on
Figure IV-62, includes provisions for the distribution, storage,
and unloading for transport of cold, dry solids waste. The
storage system is sized for a one week solids capacity. Design
and operating characteristics for waste disposal systems handling
100 to 40,000 lb/hr are summarized below.
Characteristic s
• Suitable for dry solid waste, below 350F, from the
following systems
- Atmospheric fluidized bed
- Pressurized fluidized bed
- Pulverized coal system cyclone
• 200 ft long transfer conveyor from heat source to
bucket elevators
• Carbon steel bucket elevator to carry solids from
transfer conveyor to storage bin
• Carbon steel storage bins for one week solids
capacity
• 25 ft long loadout conveyor, with personnel
protection, for unloading storage bin.
Number of Units of Major Eguipment Items
Solids Flow Rate	 Number of
Item	 Thousand lb/hr	 Operating Units
Transfer Conveyor	 <20	 1
>20	 2
Bucket Elevator	 <20	 1
>20
	
2
Storage Bins	 <10	 1
10 - 20	 2
20	 30	 3
30 - 40
	
4
Loadout Conveyor	 <20	 1
>20	 2
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Electric power will be required for the transfer conveyor, bucket
elevator, and the loadout conveyor. The auxiliary power
requirement is approximately 2 kWe per 1000 lb/hr of dry solids
waste.
Figure IV-63 shows the field cunstruction cost as a function of
system capacity. The cost breakdown for the design point flow of
20,000 lb/hr is presented in Table IV-59.
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TABLE IV-58
DRY WASTE SOLIDS DISPOSAL SYSTEM
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(20,000 LB/HR FLOW)
DOLLARS
Equipment
Bins	 80,000
Conveyors
	 68,000
Dust Collector	 110,000
Other 30,000
Civil/Structural
	
50,000
Piping/ Instrumentati on	 28, 000
Total Equipment and Materials 	 366,000
Direct Installation Labor (a $14/MH) 	 33,000
Indirects (& 75% of Direct Labor) 	 25,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 424,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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SYSTEM 6
WET WASTE SOLIDS DISPOSAL SYSTEM
The wet waste solids disposal system -As illustrated schematically
in Figure IV-64. The system includer, provisions for forming a
solids waste slurry, slurry clarification, sludge filtration,
water reclamation, and sludge disposal. Design and operating
characteristics for systems handling 10 to 2000 lb/hr of wet
waste solids are summarized below.
• The system is suitable for solid wastes above 350F
from the following sources:
- Coal fired boiler bottom ash
- Hot gas cleanup system
•	 Carbon steer slurry tank with corrosion	 resistance
coating and an integral clinker grinder
•	 Settling pond with 4 in. thick concrete and 30	 mil
thick polyethylene liner
•	 Carbon	 steel	 reclaim	 water holding	 tank	 with
corrosion resistance coating
•	 Solid	 waste	 dump	 area	 for intermittent	 truf k
loading and the trucks
•	 Slurry pump and sluicing water supply pump
•	 Filter press and filter feed pump
•	 Nominal pipe lengths included for all services.
Number of Units of Major EgUioment Items
For all of the sizes of solids disposal system considered in this
study, there will be one operating unit of each major equipment
item.
Utility Reguirements
• Electric power is required for pumps. The power
requirement is 0.005 kWe per lb/hr of solid waste
handled.
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« Makeup water required is 0.5 lb. per lb/hr of solid
waste handled.
Figure IV-65 shows the field construction cost as a function
of system capacity. The cost breakdown for the design point
flow of 1,000 lb/hr is presented in Table IV-59.
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TABLE IV-59
WET WASTE SOLIDS DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(1,000 LB/HR FLOW)
IXEMS	 DOLLARS
Equipment
Tanks	 13,000
Pum-s	 8,000
Other	 2,000
Civil/Structural	 10,000
Piping/Instrumentation	 5.000
Total Equipment and Materials	 38,000
Direct Installation Labor (@ $14/MH)	 9,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor)	 7.000
Total Field Construction Cost	 54,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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SYSTEM 7
SULFUR DIOXIDE SCRUBBER SYSTEX
The sulfur dioxide scrubber system is illustrated schematically
in Figure IV-66. It includes provisions for removing the sulfur
from the flue gas, heating the clean flue gas, and disposing of
the waste solids. Design and operating characteristics for
sulfur dioxide scrubber systems operating with a heat sources
firing 50 million to 1200 million Btu/hr of fuel are summerized
below.
Characteristics
• Lime/limestone or lime/soda ash sulfur dioxide
scrubber
• sulfur dioxide concentration in the heat source
flue gas is 3000 ppm. With a scrubber efficiency
of 85 percent, the concentration in the clean flue
gas to the stack is 450 ppm. The system also
removes 20 to 25 percent of the total particulate
matter
• Sulfur dioxide emission in clean flue gas is 1.2
lb. of sulfur per million input Btu/hr
• The scrubber system also includes the reagent
system, thickener, filter, and associated pumps and
piping
• The flue gas reheat system furnishes 225F clean air
for mixing with 125F scrubbed flue gas to achieve
175F mixture temperature at the stack entrance.
The following equipment capacities are required:
- 250 cfm per million input Btu/hr dilution air fan
capacity
- 42 f t2 per million input Btu/hr air heat
exchanger area
• Solid waste disposal rate of 11 lb (dry) per
million input Btu/hr
• Trucks for hauling, and truck loading facility.
IV-217
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NW*er of Units of Maior Eauianent Items
Sulfur dioxide removal system operating with a heat source energy
input of 50 million to 1200 million Btu/hr require only a single
unit of each major equipment item.
The following utilities and operating materials, per million
input Btu/hr of fuel fired, are required for the scrubber system:
• 0.2 kWe of auxiliary electric power
0 50,000 Btu of steam for air heating
• 0.2 gal/min of makeup water
• 6 lb of lime as CaO
• 0.5 lb of soda ash as Na2CO3.
Cag tal Cast
Figure IV-67 shows the field construction cost as a function of
het content of fuel consumed. The cost breakdown for the design
point heat input of 500 million Btu/hr is presented in Table
IV-60.
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TABLE IV-60
SULFUR DIOXIDE SCRUBBER SYSTEM
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(500 MILLION LB/HR HEAT INPUT)
ITEMS
Equipment
Scrubber Package (Subcontract)
Air Heater and Accessories
Other
DOLLARS
4,620,000
248,000
37,000
Civil/Structural 	 -0-
Pip ing/Instrumentation	 -0-
Total Equipment and Materials	 4,905,000
Direct Installation Labor (@ $14/MH)	 74,000
Indirects (& 757& of Direct Labor) 	 55,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 5,034,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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SYSTEM 8
HOT GAS CLEANUP SYSTEM
The hot gas cleanup system, shown schematically in Figure IV-68,
is a high efficiency particulate removal system for cleaning the
high temperature combustion products stream from a pressurized
fluidized bed (PFB) before the products are expanded through a
gas turbine. The system is designed to operate at 160OF and 200
Asia and to remove 99.9% of the particulates in the gas stream.
Design and operating characteristics for systems sized for gas
flowrates from 50,000 to 1,000,000 lb/hr are as follows.
• Two stage system using multiclone followed by
granular bed filter
• Multiclone is a refractory lined carbon steel
pressure vessel containing multiple small, high
efficiency, cyclones
• Granular bed filter operates continuously using
intermittent backf lush of individual elements
(Ducon configuration)
• Motor driven air compressor provides high pressure
air stream for backf lush
• Lock hopper removes collected particulate from
system; solid waste disposal rate of 0.00091 lb/hr
of gas
• Refractory lined, carbon steel pipe is used for hot
gas.
Number of Units of Major Evuipment Items
Gas Flowrate	 Number of
Item
	 Thousand lb/hr	 Operating Units
Multic lone	 All Sizes	 1
Granular Bed Filter 	 <350
	
1
350-700
	
2
> 700	 3
IV-222
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Utility Aeauirements
Electric power is required for the backflush compressor moto-.
The power requirement is 0.67 kWe per 1,000 lb/hr of gas flow.
Capital Costs
Figure IV-69 shows the field construction cost as a function of
gas flow rate. '"he cost breakdown for the design point gas flow
of 272,000 lb/hr is presented in Table IV-61.
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TABLE IV-61
HOT GAS CLEANUP SYSTEM
FIELD CONSTRUCTION CDST
(272,000 LB/HR GAS FLOW)
Equipment
Multiclone	 225,000
Granular Bed Filter 	 200,000
Other	 76,000
Civil/Structural	 78,000
Piping/ Instrumentation	 14.000
Total Equipment and Materials	 593,000
Direct Installation Labor (0 S14/MH)	 122,000
Indirects (a 755 of Direct Labor) 	 92,000
Total Field Construction Cost	 807,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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SYSTEM 9
BOI*ER FEEDWATER SYSTEM
The feedwater system shown in Figure IV-70 supplies oxygen free,
saturated water at 250F for cogeneration and noncogeneration
steam generators. The system includes makeup water treatment,
feedwater storage, and deaeratinn. Design and operating
characteristics for the system providing boiler feedwater flow of
50,000 lb/hr to 1,000,000 lb/hr are as follows.
• Tray type deaerating feedwater heater operating
with 10 minute storage capacity; 15 prig operating
pressure (10 psig operating pressure for use with
waste heat boiler, case 14 of heat source design)
• Epoxy lined, carbon steep storage tank sized for 10
hour capacity
• Deaerator feed pump
• Mixed bed demineralizer makeup water treatment
system sized for 10% makeup
• Includes foundations, structurs_ steel and nominal
piping for all services.
Number of Units of yaigr Ecui;ment Items
Systems with output capacities of 50,000 to 1,000,000 lb/hr of
feedwater require only a single unit of each major equipment
item.
_Utility Rea ui rement§
• Electric power requirement for the system equipment
is 5.4 kwe per 100,000 lb/hr of feedwater output
capacity
• steam requirement for feedwater heating is 0.11
pound of 300F steam per pound of feedwater when
operating at 15 psig and 0.1 you-. of 300F steam
when operating at 10 psig
• Makeup water required is 10% of the feedwater
output capacity.
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Vqurs IV-71 shows the field construction oast as a function of
system capacity. The cost breakdown for the design point
feedwater flow of 500,000 lb/hr is presented in Table IV-62.
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TABLE IV-62
BOILER FEEDWATER SYSTEM
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(500,000 LB/HR FEEDWATER FLOW)
ITEMS
	
DOLLARS
Equipment
De aerato r
	 µ7,O00
Demineralizer	 28,000
Tanks
	 55,000
Pumps
	 7,000
Civil/Structural	 40,000
Piping/Instrumentation 	 65,000
Total Equipment and Materials	 242,000
Direct Installation Labor (a@ $14/.4H)	 68,000
Indirects (a 75% of Direct Labor)	 51,000
Total Field Construction Cost 	 36 1, 000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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SYSTEM 10
HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM
The heat rejection system is shown schematically in Figure Iv-72.
It provides the low temperature heat sink for the energy
conversion process and dissipates the reject heat to the
atmosphere in an evaporative process. The system includes a wet,
mechanical draft cooling tower, circulating water pumps, a makeup
water pump, and the system piping. Design and operating
characteristics for heat rejection systems dissipating 10 million
to 1000 million Btu/hr are as follows.
Character!.-+- tU
• Evaporative, mechanical draft cooling tower
Design Conditions	 Hot Day Average Day
51. 5F
23.5
75.0
25.0
100.0
Wet Bulb Temperature 77.OF
Approach 10.0
Cold Water Temperature 87.0
Ranqe 25.0
Hot Water Temperature 112.0
• Circulating water pumps
• Makeup water pump.
Number-of  Units of Major Equipment Items
item
Cooling Tower
Circulating Water Pumps
Makeup Water Pump
Heat Rejection Rate
Million Btu/hr
All Sizes
All sizes
All Sizes
Number of
Oneratina Units
1
2
1
Utility Requirements
• Electric power is required for the cooling tower fans
and the pumps. The power requirement is 3.25 kWe per
million Btu/hr of heat rejected
• Makeup water is required to compensate for losses due to
drift, evaporation, and blowdown. The makeup water flow
rate is 1,350 pounds per million Btu of heat rejected.
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Capital ggst
Figure IV-73 shows the field construction cost as a function of
rejected heat. The cost breakdown for the design point heat
rejection of 100 million Btu/hr is presented in Table IV-63.
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TABLE IV-63
HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM
FIELD CONSTAUCTION COST
(100 MILLICN BTU/HR)
Equipment
Cooling Towers (Subcontract) 	 108,000
Pumps	 29,000
Civil/Structural	 36,000
Piping/ Instrumentation	 299,000
Total Equipment and Materials	 472,000
Direct Installation Labor (a $14/MH)	 138,000
Indirects (& 75% of Direct Labor) 	 104,00
Total Field Construction Cost 	 714,000
(Mid- 1978 Dollars)
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SYSTEM 11
ELECU ICAL CONDITIONING AND CONTROL SYSUM
The electrical conditioning and control system provides the
auxiliary electric power for the cogeneration facility. The
electrical system draws a portion of the electrical energy
provided by the plant generator, reduces the voltage from 13.8 kV
to 4160 V and to 480 V, and distributes the energy to the balance
of plant systems. Figure IV-74 shows a typical auxiliary
electrica l single line diagram. The following equipment is
included in the electrical system:
• 13.8/4.16 kV station service transformer
• 416 0/4 80 V load center transformers
• 4160 V switchgear
• 4160/480 V load centers and 480 V motor control
centers
• Interconnecting bus, cable, and conduit
• Central cable spreading room and control room.
Electrical equipment items which can be attributed to specific
balance of plant systems, such as motor starters or the cable
from the starters to the motors, are not included in the
auxiliary electrical system. The plants main transformer and
startup transformer are also excluded.
One station service transformer will decrease the plant generator
voltage from 13.8 kV to 416C V. Electric power, from the 4160 V
switg*gear, will be supplied to all motors above 200 bhp. The
load centers will reduce the voltage from 4160 to 480 to supply
power to the motor control centers. All motors below 200 bhp
will be supplied power at 480 V from the motor control centers.
The percentages if plant auxiliary loads assumed to operate at
480 V is shown in Figure IV-75 as a function of the total
auxiliary load.
Capital Cost
Fiqure IV-76 shows the field construction cost as a function of
system rating. The cost breakdown for the design point system
rating of 1500 kWe is presented in Table IV-64.
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TABLE IV-64
ELECTRICAL CONDITICNING AND CONTROL SYSTEM
FIELD CONSTRUCTION COST
(1500 kWe)
DOLLAR,
Equipment
4160 Volt SWitchgear	 13,000
4160/489 V Transformer	 20,000
Control Panels	 30,000
of her	 32,000
Civil/Structural	 -0-
Piping/Instrumentation
Total Equipment and Materials	 95,000
Direct Installation Labor (@ $14/MH)	 74,000
Indirects (3 75% of Direct Labor)	 55.000
Total Field Construction Cost	 224,000
(Mid-1978 Dollars)
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SYSTEM 12
ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM WELDING
The energy conversion system building provides an enclosure for
the various energy conversion systems. The building type will
vary wit:. size. Small buildings are assumed to be of the
pre-eng:nsered metal type while the larger ones will be a metal
building, similar in construction to the turbine building of a
power plant, with sufficient structure to support an equipment
crane.
The field construction coast of System 12, Energy Conversion
System Building, is given by the following function.
C s KA • 4400T
where C = building field cost (dollars)
A = building plan area (sq ft)
K = building cost per sq ft (dollars)
Building Height	 K
20 (ft)	 50 (Dollars/sq ft)
40	 70
60	 95
80	 125
T = building crane lifting capacity (tons)
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SYSTEM 13
SITE PREPARATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Site preparation and development includes those items which are
not a part of a particular plant system and are a function of the
site area. Included in site preparation and development are:
• Excavation, grading, and landscaping
• Roads, walks, and parking areas
• Site utilities including yard lighting
• Yard fire protection
• Fences and gates.
The field construction costs of System 13, Site Preparation and
Development, are estimated at 1 percent of the total cogeneration
plant field construction cost.
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SYSTEM 14
ENERGY CONVERSION EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION
The energy conversion equipment installation is not a true system
but a balance of plant category which includes those capital cost
items associated with the equipment which are normally supplied
by the architect-engineer. Tta%sr: include the following:
• Foundations and support steel for equipment items
• Field labor for installation and testing of
equipment item:
• Miscellaneous field purchased materials required
for equipment installation.
The energy conversion equipment is assumed to be shop fabricated
and require minimal field assembly. Two major categories of
equipment are being considered.
1) Rotating equipment (e.g. pumps, turbines)
2) Erected equipment (e.g. tanks, vessels).
Costs of energy conversion equipment installation, which will be
supplied along with the other balance of plant system costs, will
be related to the equipment weight and cost.
The field construction costs for installation of the Energy
Conversion Equipment, System 14, are estimated for two major
categories of equipment as follow:
• Erected equipment (e.g., tanks, vessels)
installation costs are estimated at $850 per ton of
equipment weight.
• Rotating equipment (e.g., pumps, turbines)
installation costs are shown as a function of
equipment shaft horsepower in Figure IV-77.
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E. HEAT PUMPS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Under ideal conditions the output available from an energy conversion system will
exactly match the thermal and electric requirements of an Industrial process, but
this situation is rarely achieved. In some cases conversion system heat .s avail-
able at temperatures higher than that required by the industrial process and is
therefore always thermodynamically useful. Conversely, there are also other
conversion system-industrial process configurations where some, if not all, of the
recovered heat is not usable because its temperature or quality Is below that
required. In these situations an industrial heat pump may provide an opportunity
to effectively use available low quality heat.
One of the cogeneration strategies involves sizing the energy conversion system
such that the power produced meets the process electric requirements and also
provides electricity to operate a heat pump. The process thermal needs would be
met by heat recovered from the energy conversion system supplemented by heat
output from the heat pump. A simple schematic of this systern is shown in Figure
IV-78. As shown, the heat pump interfaces directly with the cogeneration system
utilizing it as the sole source of heat to upgrade process return flows.
ELECTRICITY
ENERGY — 	--	 HEAT	 INDUSTRIALCONVERSION	 HI TEMP
SYSTEM LO TEMP	 PROCESS
HEAT
PUMP
RETURN
77-204
Figure IV-78 Heat Pump Application Schematic
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The use of heat pumps to economically promote energy conservation In Industrial
applications is not new. Typical applications involve the utilization. of building or
manufacturing process low grade (60°F to 120°F) waste heat sources. Heat is
removed from these waste sources by the heat pump and delivered as useful
energy at temperatures up to 220°F. At present there has been little incentive to
develop equipment capable of higher temperature outputs. With present working
fluids, temperature lifts (delivery minus source temperatures) over 80°F require
two or more stages of compression, thereby Increasing system cost and complexity.
In addition, higher stages of compression require increased power input reducing
system efficiency or coefficient of performance. As a general rule, present
systems are limited to temperature lifts of less than 100°F for economic reasons.
The cogeneration application for heat pumps used in this study is unusual and not
now being pursued by industry. In essence, the addition of a heat pump to an
energy conversion system provides a • mechanism to alter the electric/thermal
balance of the system in order to provide a better match to the process require-
ments. Depending on the system requirements, this can potentially involve a
considerable investment in heat pump equipment. An alternative, and possibly
more cost effective, approach would involve a redesign of the energy conversion
system whereby the system is optimized for higher temperature thermal output at
the expense of electric efficiency while eliminating the capital Investment in heat
pump equipment.
For the purposes of this study, Industrial process thermal requirements have been
classified into five categories: 140°F hot water, 300°F, 500°F, 700°F steam and
hot gases. Heat pump systems investigated were limited to the three steam ccn-
ditlons. Heat pump systems with 140°F water delivery were not considered since
most of the energy conversion systems provided waste temperature streams at or
above this temperature. Hot gas systems, typically over 1000°F, were considered
well beyond the limits of near term future (before the year 2000) heat pumps,.
The heat pump system conditions are specified in Table IV-65.
TABLE IV-65 HEAT PUMP DESIGN CONDITIONS
Industrial Process	 Energy Conversion System
Supply by	 Return to	 Heat
Heat Pump	 Heat Pump	 Waste Stream Flow
300°F steam	 200°F water	 140°F water
500°F steam	 200°F water	 300°F steam
700 O F steam	 200°F water	 S00°F steam
IV-248
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All of the heat pump output requirements are above the present 220°F output
capability of commercial industrial heat pumps. Temperature lift requirements are
also ambitious, ranging from 160°F to 200°F. Westinghouse Electric Company has
reviewed these heat pump requirements and offered the following comments:
300°F Steam: On-going programs indicate that the technology will probably be
available by the 1990's. Strong candidate for working fluid will be
methanol. CTAS heat source at 140°F (160°F temperature lift)
comprises economic competitiveness.
500°F Steam: No known technology programs at these conditions due mainly to
market application uncertainties. One possible working fluid would
be steam. The 200°F temperature lift requirement felt to preclude
economic considerations.
700°F Steam: Technology unlikely before the year 2000.
2.0 HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE
Heat pump performance is generally measured in terms of a dimensionless parameter
called the coefficient of performance or COP. In the heating mode, COP is deter-
mined by the ratio of condenser heat rejection divided by compressor input ener-
gy. Typical Westinghouse industrial heat pump performance data are shown in
Figure IV-79 for both single and two stage compressor configurations.
3
6o	 8o	 100	 120	 140	 160	 37.115
Source Water Inlet Tgm Dlrature °f
Figure IV-79 Current Industrial Heat Pump Efficiency
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In an effort to understand these data to extrapolate to other temperature con-
ditions, the above actual COP's were related to their corresponding cannot or ideal
COP's. The resulting correlation is shown in Figure IV-80. Applying this corre-
lation to the 300°F and 500°F heat pump delivery conditions yields a COP (ideal)
-4.8 for both with a correlation predicted COP (actual) -2.5. Since the actual
equipment, working fluids, compression stages, etc., would vary at the higher
temperature conditions, the use of the above correlation should be utilized only for
scoping estimates in lieu of more detailed thermodynamic cycle analyses. However,
as a check against the correlation, a number of cycle analyses were performed
using methanol and steam as the working fluids at the 300°F and 500 0 1 conditions,
respectively. For these cases the agreement between the actual cycle COP's and
the corresponding correlating estimates were within 2 to 8$ error. As a result of
this agreement it was concluded that the use of the correlation would be suitable
for the purposes of this study.
0 0
	 5	 10	 15	 20	 25	 30	 36
IDEAL C.O.P.	 37-114
Figure IV-80 Current Industrial Heat Pump Performance
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3.0 HEAT PUMP COSTS
Heat pump capital cost estimates were based on data provided by Westinghouse
Electric Company. The estimated cost of a complete system was $370,000 for a
methanol cycle unit capable of delivering 18.3 million BTU/hour to a saturated
steam sink at 35 psig (281 ° F) from a saturated steam heat source at 220°F. Costs
at other heat output conditions were estimated based on a thermodynamic cycle
analysis at the above conditions and specific compressor frame costs versus volu-
metric flow data. These estimates are shown In Figure IV-81.
The estimated installation cost was equal to the heat pump equipment cost for
retrofit applications in existing processes in plants already constructed. These
installations typically require additional piping, electrical, foundations, etc. In-
stallation time can vary from three to six months.
Maintenance and overhaul cost can vary between negligible to 25% of the operating
costs. If heat source and sink fluid are clean and non-corrosive and the equip-
ment runs above 90% capacity factor with very few starts, maintenance and over-
haul cost will be negligible. On the other hand, there may be applications where
heat exchangers would have to be-cleaned monthly and the units might be started
a half dozen times a day which could lead to the need for seal and/or bearing
replacement every six months. In this latter case, the maintenance and overhaul
costs would approach 25% of the operating costs.
Down time estimates for maintenance and overhaul range from 2 to 3 days for
cleaning U-tube boilers or normal compressor seal changes to 1 to 2 weeks for
complete overhauls.
31.709
HEAT OUTPUT - MILI10Wi BTU/HR
Figure IV-81 Estimated industrial Heat Pump Equipment Lost
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F. CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE REVIEW
1.	 INTRODUCTION
This section presents the results of a review by Bechtel National
Incorporated of the capital cost estimates for representative
cogeneration plants which were selected from the more than 3000
cases considered in the study. The capital cost estimates were
generated by United Technologies from parametric cost data
supplied by Bechtel National for heat sources and balance of
plant systems and by other CTAS team members for energy con-
version systems. The purpose of the review was to aid in
establishing a level of credibility of the CTAS parametric cost
analysis.
A two phase approach was taken in reviewing the seventeen cost
estimates. First, each item in each estimate was considered
subjectivel y and rated according to the level of confidence of
the item's accuracy. Second, based on this preliminary reviek,
specific items or cost categories within each estimate were
selected for a more detailed capital cost evaluation.
The general results of the review are as follows:
• Use of Secl,tel Parametric Cost Data. The Bechtel
parametric cost data was generally used as intended to
develop tine cost estimates. Only one discrepancy, the
cost o: the Smciai Emissions Control in Case 9, was
identified which had an impact on the total plant cost
of more than five percent.
• Cost Comparison with Other Sources. In the cost
catCQorles examined, the costs .` rom  the UTC report were
qenerally within the range of data identified from other
sources. Only one additional discrepancy was
identified, the cost of the Gasifier (ECS) in Case 8,
which would have a significant impact on the plant total
capital cost.
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2. PRELIMINARY REVIEW
2.1 APPROACH
The preliminary review of the estimates was conducted by a panel
of cost enqineers who are experienced in both conceptual
estimates of advanced technology systems and detailed estimates
of projects under construction. Two of the four-man panel had
contributed to the parametric cost curves which were the basis of
the estimates.
In an eight hour review, the panel considered each of the 272 (17
plants x 16 items per plant) items supplied in the UTC capital
cost estimates and assigned a confidence factor ranging from zero
to five for each item. The confidence factors were defined as
follows:
Confidence
Factor
	 Meaning
0	 Correct
1	 Probably Correct
2	 Neutral
3	 Suspect
4	 Very Suspect
5	 Definitely Incorrect
A confidence index was computed for each cost category in each
cost Estimate as the product of the confidence factor for Each
item in the cost cate gory and the percent the item's cost
contributed to the total plant capital cost. This index was used
as one basis for selectinq cost categories for further study.
2.2 RESULTS
The confidence indices which resulted from the preliminary
analysis are giver. in Table 2-1. The cases or plants considered,
numbered 1 through 20 across the to p
 of the table, are identified
in Table 2-2. The cost categories, numbered 1 through 6 dokn the
side of the table, are identified in Table 2-3. Cases 3, 13 and
20 were not included in the review because cost estimates were
not available for those cases.
The circled indices of Table 2-1 indicate those cost categories
which were selected for further capital cost evaluation. The
selection was made on the following basis:
• Items with high confidence indices were selected.
•	 At least one case of each cost category type was
reviewed.
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TABLE 2-2
SELECTED CASES FOR CAPITAL COST EST MATE
on EncUy Converaton Sy!t_ Vile 
I . current
	
steam Tisaine r,,al	 -	 t*cn
2. Advanced Steam Turhluc CnH1	 -	 AFEt
3. Advanced Ilie h Speed ntesel Coal-Ur n ved
VistlIlate
1. Advanced Low Speed Diesel CoaJ-Derived
boiler	 Fuel
S. Advanced Low Speed U1esel Powderc(i Cual
6. Advanced Gas Turbine Petroleum Boiler
Fuel
). Advanced Gas Turbine Coal-Derived
E01Jer Fuel
A. Advanced
	
Gas	 T,.rhine Gasified
	
Coal
4 Advanced Go 	 'urr,!er Cox) - VFH
lu. Advanced	 Gas	 lCrl-ie.- Coal-AFG
11. Advanc-d Close Cycl y Coal-Ar8
Gas Turhuec
12. Advancedl Steam Infected Cnal-Dolived
Ca..,	 7urhlne Duller	 Furl
13 Advanced Comhlned Cvcie Cnal-f>ereved
Roller	 rur1
)G. Advanced COmh111eJ Cvrle Coal-pal,
15, Advanced Lou-Temperature (oal-Uerlved
Fuel
	 Cell )1st111ate
lu Advanced HtBh-Temperature Coal-1)e n ved
Furl	 Cell D,at111ate
17. Advanced Nigh - Temperature Gatlf)ed	 Coal
Fuel	 Cell
1B. Idv^nce,j
	 Stirling Coal-AF1'+
Fnglnc
14. Advanced Thermiontc Coal-Den vre-
Converter Doller	 Fuel
2C. Advanced	 _'rgan ► c Uv-Product	 Hot
kanklne Cvcle Gas
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TABLE 2-3
COST CATEGORIES
1. FUEL /ViAS:CE HANDLING AND STORAGE
1.1 FUEL STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
1.2 LIMESTONE STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
1.3 WASTE HANDLING SYSTEMS
SUB—TOTAL
2. ECS HEAT SC URCE
2.1 FEAT SOURCE
2.2 SPECIAL EMISSIONS CCNTROLS
2.3 FEED WATER SYSTEMS
2.4 GASIFIER (ECS)
SUB-TOTAL
3. ENERGY CL NVERSIOPI SYSTEM (ECS)
3.1 PRIMARY ENERGY CONVERTER
3.2 PRI14ARY GENERATOR/ INVERTER
3. 3 SECONDARY ENE?,GY CONVERTER
3.4 SECONUAPY GENERATOR
3.5 BOTTOMING CYCLE VAPOR GENERATOR.
3. 6 HEAT RECOVERY EQUIPMENT
3.7 CONDENSERS
3.8 HEAT PUMP
SUB-TOTAL
4. THEiCIAL STORAGE
5. SUPPLEMENTARY HEAT (FURNACE, BOILER)
6. HEAT REJECTIC14
7. OTH R BALANCE OF PLANT ITE',S
7.1 SITE PP.EPAPATION
7.2 STRUCTURES
7.3 ELECTRICAL CONDITIONING E CONTROL
SUB-TOTAL
8. INDIRECT CGSTS
9.1 CC:NTINGENCY
8.2 EIZINEERING AND FEES
SUB-TGTA.L
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• The selection has made to allow review of as many
different kinds of systems within a cost category type
as possible.
• Cost Category 3, Energy Conversion Systems, was excluded
from further review since Bechtel's experience with many
of these systems is relatively limited compared to that
of other CTAS team members.
• Cost Category 8, Indirect Costs, was excluded From
selection and treated on a general basis.
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3. CAPITAL COST EVALUATION
Ti,e capital cost review of selected cost categories, as indicated
by Table 2-1, was carried out by comparing the cost estimate with
one or more of the followinq:
• Parametric cost curves (PCC) developed previously by
Bechtel during the course of earlier CTAS work
Specific order of maqnitude cost estimates based on the
data utilized for developing the PCC
• Data published in	 the technical	 literature	 for
intermediate and advanced technology equipment
•	 Previous Bechtel estimates for similar equipment.
The followinq sections identify the case and cost category under
consideration, compare the costs taken from the UTC cost report
with costs read from the Bechtel PCC and give the results and
basis of further cost review.
In cases where the equipment capacity required by the case was
outside the range of design capacity used for developing the FCC,
the curve was extrapolated. In all such cases the required
capacity was considered to fall within a range of reasonable
extrapolation.
3.1 COST CATEGORY SELECTION 1
3.1.1 Background
Case No. 1: Current Steam Turbine
Cost Category No. 1- Fuel/Waste handling and Storage
T1.e followinq shows the capital costs basc3 on the UTC report and
Bechtel PCC.
Capital Cost in :Millions
Item
	 UTC Report	 Bechtel PCC
1. 1 Fuel Storaqe S Retrieval 	 9.4	 5.1*
1.2 Limestone Storaqe & Retrieval	 1.8	 1.4
1.3 Waste Handling System	 0.8	 1.0*
S UBTC TAI.	 12.0	 7.5
*Extrapolated
3.1.2 Comment
Item 1.1: Review of the previous Bechtel estimate to develop the
PCC an3 a comparison with another Bechtel study indicate that a
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capital cost in the range of 5 to 6 million dollars is reasonable
for a fuel storage and retrieval system of this capacity.
Item 1.2: Review of previous work to develop the PCC, indicates
that the maximum cost of a limestone storage and retrieval system
of this capacity is approximately 1.7 million dollars.
Item 1.3: Review of a Bechtel cost estimate for a similar system,
indicates that the cost of ►. to handling system of this capacity
Falls within the limits of 1.0 to 1.3 million dollars.
3.2 COST CATEGORY SELECTION 2
3.2.1 Background
Case No. 15: Advanced Low Temperature Fuel Cell
Cost Category No. 1: Fuel/Waste Handling and Storage
The following shows the capital costs based on the UTC report and
Bechtel PCC.
Capital Cost in Millions
Item	 UTC Report
	 Bechtel PCC
1. 1 Fuel. Storage S Rttrieva 1 	 0.16	 0.11
1.2 Limestone Storage E Retrieval
	
0	 0
1.3 Waste Handling System
	 0	 0
SUBTOTAL
	 0.16	 0. 11
3.2.2 Comments
Item 1.1: Based on an order of magnitude estimate developed
specifically for this facility, the cost is estimated to be
approximately 0.1 million dollars.
3.3 COST CATEGORY SELECTION 3
3.3.1 Background
Case No. 18: Advanced Stirlinq Engine
Cost Category No. 1: Fuel/Waste Handling and Storage
Tile following shows the capital costs based on the UTC report and
Bechtel FCC.
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Capital Cost in Xiilions
Item
	
UTC Report
	 Bechtel PCC
1.1 Fuel Storage E Retrieval
	 9.5
	 5.1*
1.2 Limestone Storage E Retrieval
	 2.5	 3.4*
1.3 Waste Handling System 	 0.5	 1.0*
SUBTOTAL
	 12.5	 9.5
*Extrapolated
3.3.2 Comment
Review of other Bechtel cost estimates applicable to similar
systems substantiates the costs reflected by the Bechtel PCC.
3.4 COST CATEGORY SELECTION 4
3.4.1 Background
Case No. 1: Current Steam Turbine
Cost Category No. 2: ECS Heat Source
The following s2;ows the capital costs based on the UTC report and
Bechtel PCC.
Capital Cost in Millions
UTC Report	 Bechtel PCC
28.5 30.5
24. 1 17.3
1.4 1. 1*
0 0
54.0 48.9
I tem
2.1 Heat Source
2.2 special Emissions Controls
2.3 Feed water Systems
2.4 Gasifier (ECS)
SUBTOTAL
*Extrapolated
3.4.2 Comment
Item 2.1: Review of previous Ecchtel work for developing the PCC
and the published data (Ref. 3-1) for a similar system indicates
that the cost of two pulverized coal fired boilers o ,L the
required capacity is within the range of 25 to 33 million
(iollars.
atom 2.2: Review of a recent Eechtel study and the put)lisi:ed data
(Z.ef. 3-2) for a similar system indicate that the coat of tko
sulfur dioxide scrubber systems falls in the range of 20 to 26
million dollars.
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3.5 COST CATEGORY SELECTION 5
3.5.1 Background
Case No. 2: Advanced Steam Turbine
Cost Category No. 2: ECS Heat Source
The following shows the capital costs based on the UTC report and
Bechtel PCC.
Capital Cost in Millions
UTC Report
	 Bechtel FCC
34.1 32.5
0 0
1.3 1.3
0 0
35.4 33.8
Item
2.1 Heat Source
2.2 Special Emissions Controls
2.3 Feed water Systems
2.4 Gasifier (ECS)
SUBTOTAL
3.5.2 Comment
Item 2.1: Based or. published data (Ref. 3-1, 3-3 and 3-4)
applicable for similar systems, it is estimated that the cost of
three coal fired atmospheric fluidized bed steam generators of
this capacity is in the range of 30 to 40 million dollars.
3.6 COST CATEGORY SELECTICN 6
3.6.1 Background
Case No. 8: Gas Turbine
Cost Category No. 2: ECS Heat Source:
The following shows the capital costs based on the UTC report and
Bechtel PCC.
Capital Cost in Millions
UTC Report	 Bechtel PCC
0 0
0 0
0.11 0.46
19.9 NA
20.0 NA
Item
2.1 Heat Source
2.2 Special Emissions Controls
2.3 Ford water Systems
2.4 Gasifier (ECS)
SUBTOTAL
3.6.2 Comment
Item 2.4: Based on several cost estimates developed by Beci.tel
during previous engineerinq studies of oxygen blown entrained or
zluidizcd bEci systems, it is esti ated that the cost of this
system falls in the range of 30 to 42 million dollars.
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3.7 COST CATL•:GORY SELECTION 7
3.7. 1 Background
Case No. 9: Gas Turbine
Cost Cetegory No. 2: ECS Heat Source
The following shows the capital costs based on the UTC report and
Bechtel PCC.
Capital Cost in Millions
Item
2.1 Heat Source
2.2 Special Emissions Controls
2.3 Feed Water Systems
2.4 Gasifier (ECS)
SUBTOTAL
UTC Report Bechtel PCC
112.6 115.2
0.03 10.7
0.65 0
0 0
113.3 149.0
3.7.2 Comments
Item 2.1: Based on a review of published data (Ref 3-5 and 3-6),
it is estimated that the cost of a pressurized fluidized bed
system of this capacity is approximately 110 million dollars.
3.8 COST CATEGORY SELECTICN 8
3.8.1 Background
Case too. 10: Gas Turbine
Cost Catcqory ho. 2: ECS Heat Source
The following shows the capital costs based on the UTC report and
Bechtel PCC.
Item
2.1 Hedt Source
2.2 Special Emissions Controls
2,3 need water System
2.4 Gasifier (ECS)
SUBTOTAL
3.6.2 Comment
Capital Cost in Aiilions
UTC Report	 Bechtel PCC
	
51 .8
	
36.4
0	 0
	
0.2
	
1.3
a	 0
	
52.0	 57.7
Item 2- 1 : Review of published data (Ref. 3-4) indicates t2lat the
cost of two coal fired atmospheric fluidized bed hot gas
generator systems is approximately 50 mullion dollars.
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Item 2.3: Review of data previously used for developing the PCC
indicates that the cost of feedwater system of this capacity is
approximately 1.3 million dollars.
3.9 COST 'CATLGG Y SELECTICN 9
3.9.1 Background
Case No. 17: High Temperature Fuel Cell
Cost Category No. 2: ECS Heat Source
The following shows the capital costs based on the UTC report and
Bechtel PCC.
Capital Cost in Millions
UTC Report	 Bechtel PCC
0 0
0 0
0 0
73.7 NA
73.7
 NA
Item
2.1 Heat Source
2.2 Special Emissions Controls
2.3 Feed Water Systems
2.4 Gasifier (ECS)
SUBTOTAL
3.9.2 Comment
Item 2.4: Based on review of several Bechtel studies, the cost
of a gasifier of this capacity is in the range of 55 to 75
million dollars.
3. 10 COST CATEGORY SELECTION 10
3. 10. 1 Background
Case No. 19: Advanced Thermionic Converter
Cost Cateqory No. 2: ECS Heat Source
The following shows the capital costs based on the UTC report and
Bechtel PCC.
Capital Cost in Aillions
Item	 UTC Report	 Bechtel PCC
2.1 Heat Source 29.8 27.0
2.2 Special Emissions Controls 0 0
2.3 Feed Water Systems 0.6 1.2
2.4 Gasifier	 (ECS) 0 0
SUBTOTAL 30.4 28.2
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3.10.2 Comment
Item 2.1: Review of published data (Ref. 3-7) indicates that the
cost of two THX furnace systems of this capacity is approximately
30 million dollars.
Item 2.3: Review of data used for developing the PCC indicates
that the cost of a feedwater system of this capacity is
approximately 1.2 million dollars.
3.11 COST CATEGORY SELECTION 11
3.11.1 Background
Case No. 5: Advanced Low Speed Diesel
Cost Cateqory No. 5: Supplementary Heat
The following shows the costs based on the UTC report and Bechtel
PCC.
Capital Cost in Millions
Item
	 UTC Re port	 Bechtel PCC
5	 Supplementary Heat (Furnace, Boiler) 1.76 	 0.24*
*Residual oil fired boiler of similar capacity.
3.11.2 Comment
Based on previous Bechtel work used for developing the PCC for a
residual oil fired boiler and other Eechtel studies, it is
Estimated that the cost of a sup plementary boiler of this
capacity, suitable for firinq residual oil, is in the range of
0.23 to 0.30 million dollars.	 The cost of a dual fuel fired
boiler, capable of firinq coal and oil, is approximately 0.9
million dollars.	 The Higher number is more appropriate in this
case which is based on firinq black liquor and residual oil.
3.12 COST CATEGORY SELECTION 12
3.12.1 Background
Case No. 6: Advanced Gas Turbine
Cost Category No. 5: Supplementary Heat
The following shows the costs based on the UTC report and Bechtel
FCC.
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Capital Cost in Millions
Item
	
UTC Re port	 Bechtel PCC
5	 Supplementary Heat (Furnace, Eoiler) 3.3	 5.1*
*Residual oil fired boiler of required capacity.
3.12.2 Comment
Based on previous Bechtel work used for developing the PCC for a
residual oil fired boiler and other Bechtel studies, it is
estimated that the cost of two residual oil fired supplementary
boilers of this capacity is in the range of 4.5 to 5.5 million
dollars. The ..cost of two dual fuel fired boilers is
approximately 22 million dollars. The higher cost is more
appropriate for this case which is based on firing black liquor
and residual oil.
3.13 COST CATEGORY SELECTION 13
3.13.1 Ba.:xIround
Case 'No. 2: Advanced Steam Turbine
Cost Category No. 6: Heat Rejection
The following shows the costs based on the UTC report and Bechtel
PCC.
Capital Cost in Millions
Item
	
UTC Report	 Bechtel PCC
6	 Heat Rejection	 0.6	 0.7
3.13.2 Comment
Review of previous Bechtel work for developing the PCC and a
specific cost estimate for this plant with more accurate
quantification of major circulation water piping, indicate that
cost of the system of this capacit y is approximately 0.7 million
dollars.
3.14 COST CATEGORY SELECTION 14
3.14.1 Background
Case No. 14: Combined Cycle
Cost Cateqory No. 7: Other BOP Items
The followinq shows the costs based on the CFTC report and Bechtel
PCC.
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Itcm
7.1 Site Preparation
7.2 Structures
7.3 Electrical Conditioning
3.14.2 Comments
Capital Cost in Millions
UTC Report
	
Bechtel PCC
	
0.78	 NA
	
3.45	 NA
	
0.04	 0.28
	
4.27	 NA
Item 7.1: The basis for the development of the
site preparation is estimated as 1% of field a
(Total Capital. Cost minus Engineering, Fees, and
hence for this case 1%x(106.5-27.6) 0.78
Based on Bechtel historical data, the assumption
construction cost as the cost for site
development is considered valid for a project of
capital cost for
onstruction cost
Contingency) and
million dollars.
of 1 % of field
preparation and
this magnitude.
Item 7.2: Based on Eechtel historical data, the cost of
structures for the turbine buildings associated with a project of
this magnitude is estimated to full in the range of 0.9 to 1.3
million dollars.
Item 7.3: Based on data used for developing the PCC, it is
Estimated that the cost of electrical conditioning and control
s ystem for a project of this size is approximately 0.28 million
dollars.
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4. REVIEW,OF FCOST CODE NO.
4.1 Background
Cost Category 8, Indirect
contingency and engineerinq
as a percentage of the total
labor (direct field cost) as
FCR-1333
8. INDIRECT COSTS
Costs, in the UrC report consists of
and fees. These costs were estiamted
cost of equipment, materials and
follows:
item	 J of Direct Field Cost
8.1 Contingency	 20
8.2 Engineering and-Fees
	 15
4.2 Comments
Item 8.1: The contingency allowance included in the cost estimate
for well defined projects provides for uncertainties in estimate
and schedule detail (quantities, installation manhours, equipment
cost, and project duration). The estimated total project cost,
including the contingency allowance, reflects the most likely
construction cost (it is expected that the probability of overrun
equals that of underrun). This contingency allowance does not
provide for changes in project scope, design criteria, unlikely
events, commercial changes, or schedule slippages outside the
control of the Architect-Enqineer.
For well defined projects the contingency allowance may be
derived from treatinq the detailed estimate as a sum of partially
correlated random variables and by using statistical techniques.
However, at the conceptual desiqn stage, contingency must be
estimated based on that of other well-defined projects of similar
scope. The contingency for steam turbine power plant projects in
Bechtel historical records is approximately 15 to 20A of direct
field costs. on this taxis, the 20% contingency included in the
UTC report appears appropriate.
Two caveats should be noted in applying this contingency. First,
tfie contingency is appropriate for well-defined commercial
technologies and does not reflect any uncertainties associated
with the development of these advanced technology systems.
Second, many of these cogeneration plants differ substantially
from steam turbine power plants. Differing characteristics which
a more detailed study might show to have an effect on contingency
include plant size, length of construction period, and fraction
of the total plant cost made up of supplier engineered and shop
fabricated components.
Item 8.2: Based on Bechtel historical data, it is Estimated that
the cost of Engineering and Fees is approximately 151 of the
total construction cost. The 15%, which is typical for power
plants, can generally be broken down into the following:
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• 8% to cover home office enqineering
4A to cover home office support
•	 3% to cover all fees
The L• ngineerinq and Fees cost can be reduced somewhat by
decreasinq the total home office engineering when a project has
major systems which are pre-engineered by the supplier. eased on
Pechtel historical records, it is estimated than the Engineering
and Fees cost varies from 15% fcr projects with no pre-engineered
systems, to 10% for projects which are nearly 100% pre-engineered
systems. The Enqineerinq and Fees for the seventeen cases
selected in the [TIC report have been calculated based on applying
10% to the pre-engineered systems and 152 to the non pre-
Engineered sytems. The resulting average engineering and fee is
as follows:
Engineering and Fee
as Percent of Field
(TIC Case Numbers	 Construction Cost
1 and 2
	
15
8, 10 and 11	 14
14, 17 and 18
	
13
9 and 19	 12
6 and 12
	
1 1
4, 5, 7, 15 and 16
	
10
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5. GENERAL COM14CNTE
The followinq are general comments based on the review of the
capital cost estimates for seventeen cogeneration plants.
Use of Rechtel Paramelric Cost Data. The Bechtel
parametric cost data was generally used as intended to
develop the cost estimates. only one discrepancy, the
cost of the special emissions control in Case 9, was
identified which had an impact on the total plant cost
of more than five percent.
• Cost Category 3. Energy Conversion Systems. The energy
conversion systems were considered in the preliminary
review only. The comments were as follows:
- Steam Tvrbines, Cases 1 and 2: The costs of 5116/kwe
and $133/kW are consistent with data from previous
Bechtel estimates.
Gas Turbines, Cases 6 through 10: The UTC costs
ranqinq from 5107 /kwe
 to 5143/kwe are consistent with
Bechtel data for lar ge ,- 3s turbines but seem somewhat
low for smaller units.
-- Diesels, Cases 4 and 5: The costs of 5440 /kwe
 appears
to be in the riqht ranqe. Based on Bechtel data,
smaller high speed units cost $300 to 3400 /kwe.
- Stirling Engine, Case 18: Assuming a Stirling Engine
has a cost similar to other reciprocating engines such
as diesels, a cost of 3153/kwe seems low.
• Cost Comparison with Other Sources_ In the cost
categories examined, the costs fro,,: the UTC rEpe —
 were
qenerally within the ranqe of data identified frc ether
sources. Only one discrepancy was identifieu in
addition to that mentioned above; the cost of the
Gasifier (ECS) in Case 8, which wouid have a significant
impact on the plant total capital cost.
6.	 PLANT LAYOUT
In addition to the review of thc• capital cost estimates of the
selected cases, Bechtel National, Incorporated, reviewed the
design of each case and prepared rough, conceptual plant layout
sketches which are included in Fi gures IV-82 through IV-100.
•
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